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Abstract
The random-cluster model with parameters (p, q) is a random graph model that generalizes bond per-
colation (q = 1) and the Ising and Potts models (q ≥ 2). We study its Glauber dynamics on n×n boxes
Λn of the integer lattice graph Z2, where the model exhibits a sharp phase transition at p = pc(q). Un-
like traditional spin systems like the Ising and Potts models, the random-cluster model has non-local
interactions. Long-range interactions can be imposed as external connections in the boundary of Λn,
known as boundary conditions. For select boundary conditions that do not carry long-range informa-
tion (namely, wired and free), Blanca and Sinclair proved that when q > 1 and p 6= pc(q), the Glauber
dynamics on Λn mixes in optimal O(n
2 logn) time. In this paper, we prove that this mixing time is
polynomial in n for every boundary condition that is realizable as a configuration on Z2 \ Λn. We
then use this to prove near-optimal O˜(n2) mixing time for “typical” boundary conditions. As a com-
plementary result, we construct classes of non-realizable (non-planar) boundary conditions inducing
slow (stretched-exponential) mixing at p≪ pc(q).
1 Introduction
The random-cluster model [13] is a well-studied generalization of independent bond percolation, with con-
nections to the study of electrical networks and random spanning trees [21]. Perhaps most importantly,
the random-cluster model is closely related to the ferromagnetic Ising/Potts model, which is the classi-
cal model for spin systems in statistical physics. In fact, the random-cluster model is often referred to
as the FK-representation of this model and is a key tool in the analysis of its phase transition; see, e.g.,
the recent breakthroughs on the infinite 2-dimensional integer lattice graph Z2 [2, 10, 11]. It also plays
an indispensable role in the design of efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithms, like the
Swendsen-Wang algorithm [34], for studying the Ising/Potts model.
For a graph G = (V,E) and parameters p ∈ (0, 1) and q > 0, random-cluster configurations are
subsets of edges in Ω = {S ⊆ E}, with the probability of S ⊂ E given by
πG,p,q(S) =
1
Z
p|S|(1− p)|E\S|qc(S) , (1)
where c(S) is the number of connected components (including isolated vertices) in the subgraph (V, S),
and the partition function Z = Zp,q is the normalizing constant that makes πG,p,q a probability measure.
In addition to being interesting in its own right as a random graph and dependent percolation model,
the random-cluster model provides a unifying framework for the study of several important probabilistic
models. For example, for integer q ≥ 2 the random-cluster model is dual, in a precise sense, to the q-state
Ising/Potts model, where configurations are assignments of spin values {1, . . . , q} to the vertices of G.
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Each configuration σ ∈ [q]V has probability µG(σ) ∝ exp(βH(σ)), where H(σ) is the number of edges
connecting vertices with the same spin values, and β > 0 is a model parameter associated with the inverse
temperature of the system. When β = − ln(1 − p) > 0, it is straightforward to check via a probabilistic
coupling [12] that correlations in the Ising/Potts model correspond to connectivities in the random-cluster
setting; this has illuminated much of the study of these models and has made the random-cluster model
an accepted generalization of the Ising/Potts model to non-integer values of q.
The random-cluster model, however, is not a spin system in the usual sense, as the weight of a con-
figuration S is not a function of local interactions between edges in G, but instead of global connectivity
properties. This non-local structure is a crucial feature of the model but significantly complicates its analy-
sis. The present paper studies the influence of this non-locality on the speed of convergence of the Glauber
dynamics (i.e., local Markov chains) on subsets of Z2, where the model has been of particular interest.
On the infinite graphZ2, both the random-cluster and the Ising/Potts model undergo phase transitions
corresponding to the sudden emergence of long-range correlations as some parameter of the system is
continuously varied (p and β in this case). A classical result of Onsager [31] established that the Isingmodel
(the q = 2 case) undergoes a phase transition at a critical β = βc(2) = ln(1+
√
2). Recently it was shown
in a celebrated result of Beffara and Duminil-Copin [2] that the Potts model (q ≥ 3 integer), and more
generally the random-cluster model for any q > 1, also undergo phase transitions at the critical points
βc(q) = ln(1 +
√
q) and pc(q) =
√
q/(
√
q + 1), respectively. Note that βc(q) = − ln(1 − pc(q)). These
phase transitions can also be understood as transitions in the number of (unique vs. multiple) infinite-
volume Gibbs measures on Z2. The infinite-volume measures on Z2 are obtained by taking limits of the
distributions on finite boxes with a sequence of “boundary conditions”, described below.
We begin with the notion of boundary conditions in the Ising/Potts model. Let Λn be an n× n square
region of Z2 with nearest-neighbor edges E(Λn), and let ∂Λn be its (inner) boundary (i.e., those vertices
in Λn that are adjacent to vertices in Z
2 \Λn). An Ising/Potts boundary condition τ is a fixed assignment
of spins to ∂Λn, and µ
τ
Λn
is the Gibbs distribution on Λn conditional on the assignment τ to ∂Λn. (Since
the interactions are nearest-neighbor, this is the same as conditioning on a configuration on all of Z2 \Λn.)
For the random-cluster model on Λn, a boundary condition ξ on ∂Λn is a partition {ξ1, ξ2, ...} of the
boundary vertices such that all vertices in ξi are always in the same connected component of a configura-
tion S via “ghost” (or external) wirings; these connections are considered in the counting of c(S) in (1) and
can therefore impose highly non-local interactions. Of particular interest are boundary conditions for the
random-cluster model corresponding to configurations on Z2 \ Λn: i.e., where the boundary partition is
induced by the connections of a random-cluster configuration on E(Z2) \E(Λn). We call such boundary
conditions realizable. (In fact, many works, including the standard text [21], often restrict attention to
realizable boundary conditions.) We note that boundary conditions are fundamental to the study of static
and dynamic properties of the random-cluster and Ising/Potts models, especially in finite subsets of Z2.
In this paper we consider the Glauber dynamics for the random-cluster model on the finite subgraph
(Λn, E(Λn)) of Z
2, in the presence of boundary conditions. This Markov chain is of significant interest:
it provides a simple Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for sampling configurations of the
system; and is, in many cases, a plausible model for the evolution of the underlying system.
Specifically, we consider the following discrete-time variant of the Glauber dynamics chain, which we
refer to as the FK-dynamics. For t ∈ N, from St ⊆ E(Λn), transition to St+1 ⊆ E(Λn) as follows:
1. Choose an edge e ∈ E(Λn) uniformly at random;
2. let St+1 = St ∪ {e} with probability
πΛn,p,q(St ∪ {e})
πΛn,p,q(St ∪ {e}) + πΛn,p,q(St \ {e})
=
{ p
q(1−p)+p if e is a “cut-edge” in (Λn, St);
p otherwise;
2
3. else let St+1 = St \ {e}.
We say e is a cut-edge in (Λn, St) if the number of connected components in St ∪ {e} and St \ {e} differ.
Under a boundary condition ξ, the property of e being a cut-edge is defined with respect to the augmented
graph (Λn, S
ξ
t ), where S
ξ
t adds external wirings between all pairs of vertices in the same element of ξ.
This Markov chain converges to πΛn,p,q by construction, and we study its speed of convergence.
A standard measure for quantifying the speed of convergence of a Markov chain is the mixing time,
which is defined as the time until the dynamics is close (in total variation distance) to its stationary distri-
bution, starting from a worst-case initial state. We say the dynamics is rapidly mixing if the mixing time
is polynomial in |V |, and torpidly mixing when the mixing time is exponential in |V |ε for some ε > 0.
The corresponding Glauber dynamics for the Ising/Potts model (which updates spins one at a time
according to the spins of their neighbors), is by now quite well understood on finite regions of Z2. In the
high-temperature region β < βc (corresponding to p < pc) the Glauber dynamics has optimal mixing
time Θ(n2 log n) on boxes Λn [28, 7, 2, 1]; moreover, this same asymptotic bound of Θ(n
2 log n) holds
for every fixed boundary condition. These bounds follow as a consequence of the exponential decay of
correlations of themodel in the high-temperature regime, which holds even near the boundary for arbitrary
Ising/Potts boundary conditions; this property is known as strong spatial mixing. In the low-temperature
region β > βc the mixing time is exponential in n for free and periodic (toroidal) boundaries [35, 6, 17].
The more general problem of understanding the mixing time of the Glauber dynamics for other boundary
conditions at low temperatures is a long-standing open problem, e.g., see [25, 29].
The FK-dynamics is quite powerful since the self-duality of the model on Z2 implies that it is rapidly
mixing in the low-temperature regime where the Ising/Potts Glauber dynamics is torpidly mixing. For
the FK-dynamics on Λn, [4] showed that the mixing time is Θ(n
2 log n) for all q > 1 whenever p 6=
pc(q); see also [15] for recent results concerning the cutoff phenomenon in the FK-dynamics. (At the
critical p = pc(q) the FK-dynamics may exhibit torpid mixing depending on the “order” of the phase
transition [17, 18].) Since the proof in [4] (as well as in [15]) used a strong spatial mixing property for
the random-cluster model, the Θ(n2 log n) upper bound only holds under boundary conditions that are
free (no boundary condition), wired (all boundary vertices are connected to one another) or periodic (the
torus). Note, crucially, that these boundary conditions do not carry information about random-cluster
connectivities in non-local ways: namely, configurations in different regions ofΛn do not interact through
these boundaries. The behavior of the FK-dynamics under arbitrary random-cluster boundary conditions
remained unclear.
We prove that the FK-dynamics at p 6= pc(q) is rapidly mixing for all realizable boundary conditions.
Theorem 1.1. For every q > 1, p 6= pc(q), there exists a constant C > 0 such that the mixing time of the
FK-dynamics on the n× n box Λn ⊂ Z2 with any realizable boundary condition is O(nC).
We pause to comment on the proof of Theorem 1.1. As mentioned above, proofs of fast mixing when
p 6= pc(q) have relied crucially on a strong spatial mixing property, which in the random-cluster model,
would say that correlations between edges (even near the boundary ∂Λn) decay exponentially in the graph
distance between them. It is easy to construct examples of realizable boundary conditions where this
correlation does not decay at all, even if p≪ pc(q), as the boundary can enforce long-range interactions.
Since the exponential decay of correlations does hold for edges in the “bulk” ofΛn (i.e, at distanceΘ(log n)
away from its boundary), we are able to reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 to proving a polynomial upper
bound for themixing time of the FK-dynamics on thin rectangles of dimension n×Θ(log n)with realizable
boundary conditions. This will be the key technical difficulty for us and is established in Theorem 4.1.
In the setting of spin systems, or boundary conditions that do not encode long-range interactions, a
polynomial upper bound on n × Θ(log n) rectangles would follow from standard canonical paths argu-
ments [27, 26, 23, 33]. However, even realizable boundary conditions can heavily distort the graph with
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external wirings, preventing this approach from succeeding. Instead, to prove Theorem 4.1 we devise a
novel application of a recursive (block dynamics) scheme common in the analysis of spin systems. In lieu
of splitting rectangles into two overlapping sub-rectangles, e.g., the first two-thirds and the second two-
thirds, as is done for spin systems, our choice of smaller subsets at every step of the recursion is delicately
dictated by the boundary conditions. As a consequence, the subsets we recurse over are no longer re-
stricted to rectangles, but can be arbitrary “groups of rectangles” that are “compatible” with the realizable
boundary conditions. We point the reader to Section 4 for a more detailed proof overview.
Theorem 1.1 shows a polynomial upper bound on the mixing time, uniformly over all realizable bound-
ary conditions. Utilizing this theorem we prove near-optimal O(|V |(log |V |)C) mixing time for “typical”
boundaries as we detail now. The notion of typicality should be understood as with high probability un-
der some probability distribution over realizable boundary conditions, with a natural choice being the
marginal distribution of the infinite random-cluster measure πZ2,p,q on Z
2 \ Λn.
As mentioned earlier, a key obstacle to proving mixing time upper bounds are long, distinct boundary
connections that enforce long-range correlations. For any realizable boundary condition ξ corresponding
to a partition {ξ1, ξ2, ...} of ∂Λn, let L(ξi) be the smallest connected subgraph of ∂Λn containing all
vertices in ξi. The key class of boundary conditions we consider are those where all the L(ξi) are small.
Definition 1.2. We say a boundary condition ξ on ∂Λn with corresponding partition {ξ1, ξ2, ...} is in
Cα if maxi |L(ξi)| ≤ α log n. We say that a realizable boundary condition ξ is in C⋆α if its dual boundary
condition ξ⋆ is in Cα; see Section 2 for the definition of dual configuration. We refer to the classes Cα and
C⋆α as α-localized boundaries.
It is straightforward to see that if one samples a “random” boundary condition from the infinite-volume
measure πZ2,p,q, then with high probability, the induced boundary condition on ∂Λn is α-localized for
some α > 0. Since there is a unique random-cluster measure on Z2 when p 6= pc(q), this is well-defined.
Theorem 1.3. For all q > 1, p 6= pc(q), let ω be a random-cluster configuration sampled from πZ2,p,q. If ξω
is the boundary condition on ∂Λn induced by the connections of ω in E(Z
2) \ E(Λn), then, with probability
1− o(1), ξω is α-localized for α > 0 sufficiently large.
There are other similar ways of defining typicality of realizable boundary conditions that may also be
of interest. For example, if ω were sampled from the random-cluster measure in a large concentric box
containing Λn, with probability 1− o(1), ξω would again be α-localized; see Remark 8.
We are able to prove nearly-optimal mixing time O˜(n2) for α-localized boundaries, and hence, with
high probability, for a random boundary sampled from any off-critical random-cluster measure.
Theorem 1.4. For every q > 1, p < pc(q) (resp., p > pc(q)), and every α > 0, there exists a constant C > 0
such that for every realizable boundary condition ξ ∈ Cα (resp., ξ ∈ C⋆α) on ∂Λn, the mixing time of the
FK-dynamics on the n× n box Λn with boundary condition ξ is O(n2(log n)C).
The proof of Theorem 1.4 uses Theorem 1.1 in a crucial way. Typical boundary conditions do not
exhibit the strong spatial mixing property from [4]; however, for boundary conditions in Cα we are able
to prove that correlations between edges near the boundary decay exponentially in their graph distance
divided by α log n. Using this correlation bound, together with the aforementioned general framework in
Section 3 to derive mixing time estimates from spatial mixing properties, we reduce bounding the mixing
time on Λn with typical boundaries to bounding the mixing time onΘ((log n)
2)×Θ((log n)2) rectangles
with arbitrary realizable boundary conditions. Theorem 1.1 then implies that the mixing time of the FK-
dynamics in these smaller rectangles is at most poly-logarithmic in n. Similar classes of typical boundary
conditions were considered in [17, 18] at p = pc(q); there, comparison methods were used to disregard the
influence of long boundary connections at the expense of super-polynomial factors in the mixing time.
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Given that our rapidmixing result for realizable boundaries relies heavily on the planarity of the bound-
ary connections in Z2 \ Λn, one may wonder whether rapid mixing holds for all possible FK boundary
conditions (including those not realizable as configurations on Z2 \ Λn). We answer this in the negative,
showing that there exist (non-realizable) boundaries for which the FK-dynamics is torpidly mixing even
while p 6= pc(q). In fact, this torpid mixing holds at p≪ pc(q), which may sound especially surprising as
correlations in the Gibbs measure πΛn,p,q die off faster as p decreases.
Theorem 1.5. Let q > 2. For every α ∈ (0, 12 ] and λ > 0 there exists a boundary condition ξ, such that when
p = λn−α the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on the n×n boxΛn with boundary condition ξ is exp(Ω(nα)).
Our proof of this theorem is constructive: we take any graphG onm edges for which torpid mixing of
the FK-dynamics is known at some value of p(m) < pc(q), and show how to embed G into the boundary
of Λn. We then develop a procedure to transfer mixing time bounds from G to Λn. The high-level idea is
that for sufficiently small p(m) the effect of the configuration away from the boundary is negligible, and
so the mixing time of the FK-dynamics onG completely governs the mixing time of FK-dynamics near the
boundary ∂Λn. We can then use known torpid mixing results for the mean-field random-cluster model
(the case where G is the complete graph) in its critical window at q > 2 [20, 3, 14, 16].
We remark about the condition q > 2 in Theorem 1.5. In [22] it was shown that the mixing time of FK-
dynamicswhen q = 2 is at most polynomial in the number of vertices on any graph and at every p ∈ (0, 1).
It is believed that this rapid mixing holds for all q ≤ 2; hence the requirement q > 2 appears to be sharp
for Theorem 1.5. We believe that the above torpid mixing result may also extend to small, but Ω(1) values
of p < pc(q), though our current proof does not allow for this. In principle, one would want to embed a
bounded degree graph into ∂Λn, so that its critical point at which it exhibits slow mixing is Ω(1). Note
that there are several examples of bounded degree graphs where torpid mixing is known [9, 5, 6, 17, 19].
Finally, we remark that mixing times of the FK-dynamics on a graph G are comparable, up to polyno-
mial factors in |E| to mixing times of the Chayes-Machta dynamics [8], as well as of the Swendsen-Wang
algorithm that walks on the FK configurations of G [36, 37, 3]. By slight adaptations of the comparison
results in [36, 37, 3], our theorems thus provide upper and lower bounds for these non-local dynamics in
the presence of FK boundary conditions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we formally define various preliminary
notions that are used in our proofs. In Section 3, we introduce our general framework to deduce mixing
time estimates onΛn from spatial and local mixing properties. We then present our key rapidmixing result
for thin rectangles (Theorem 4.1) in Section 4, before completing the proof of Theorem 1.1 in Section 5.
This is boosted to nearly-optimal mixing time for typical boundaries (Theorem 1.4) in Section 6. Finally,
the torpid mixing result (Theorem 1.5) is proved in Section 7.
Acknowledgements. The authors thank Insuk Seo for detailed comments. The research of A.B. and E.V.
was supported in part by NSF grants CCF-1617306 and CCF-1563838.
2 Preliminaries: the random-cluster model in Z2
In this section we introduce a number of definitions, notation, and background results that we will refer
to repeatedly. More details and proofs can be found in the books [21, 24]. We will be considering the
random-cluster model on rectangular subsets of Z2 of the form
Λn,l = {0, ..., n} × {0, ..., l} = [[0, n]]× [[0, l]] .
Whenn = l, we useΛn forΛn,n. For simplicity, in this preliminary sectionwe shall focus on then = l case,
but everything stated here holds more generally for rectangular subsets with n 6= l. Abusing notation, we
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will also use Λn for the graph (Λn, E(Λn)) where E(Λn) consists of all nearest neighbor pairs of vertices
in Λn. We denote by ∂Λn the (inner) boundary of Λn; that is the vertex set consisting of all vertices in
Λn adjacent to vertices in Z
2 \ Λn. The north, east, south, west, boundaries of Λn will be delineated
∂nΛn, ∂eΛn, ∂sΛn and ∂wΛn respectively.
A boundary condition ξ of Λn is a partition of the vertices in ∂Λn. When u, v ∈ ∂Λn are in the
same element of ξ, we say that they are wired in ξ. If there exists a random-cluster configuration ω on
E(Z2) \ E(Λn) such that, for all u, v ∈ ∂Λn, u and v are in the same connected component of ω if and
only if they are wired in ξ, then we say that the boundary condition ξ is realizable.
Remark 1. Realizable boundary conditions are the most natural class of boundary conditions (see [21])
since they enforce the planarity of Z2. However, non-realizable boundary conditions are still relevant in
some cases; for example, when considering the random-cluster model on non-lattice graphs such as trees.
In Section 7, we consider the mixing time of the FK-dynamics under non-realizable boundary conditions.
For p ∈ (0, 1) and q > 0, the random-cluster model onΛnwith a boundary condition ξ is the probability
measure over the subsets S ⊆ E(Λn) given by
πξΛn,p,q(S) =
1
Z
p|S|(1− p)|E(Λn)\S|qc(S;ξ),
where c(S; ξ) corresponds to the number of connected components in the augmented graph (V, Sξ) and
Sξ adds auxiliary edges between all pairs of vertices in ∂Λn that are in the same element of ξ. Every
subset S ⊆ E(Λn), can be naturally identified with some edge configuration ω : E(Λn) → {0, 1} via
ω(e) = 1 if e ∈ S (e is open) and ω(e) = 0 if e /∈ S (e is closed). We sometimes interchange vertex sets
with the subgraph they induce; e.g., the random-cluster configuration on a set R ⊂ Z2 corresponds to the
random-cluster configuration in the subgraph induced byR. We omit the subscripts p, q when understood
from context.
Monotonicity. Define a partial order over boundary conditions by ξ ≤ η if the partition corresponding to
ξ is finer than that of η. The extremal boundary conditions then, are the free boundary where ξ = {{v} :
v ∈ ∂Λn}, which we denote by ξ = 0, and thewired boundarywhere ξ = {∂Λn}, denoted by ξ = 1. When
q > 1, the random-cluster model satisfies the following monotonicity in boundary conditions: if ξ, η are
two boundary conditions on ∂Λn with ξ ≤ η, then πξΛn  π
η
Λn
, where  denotes stochastic domination.
Planar duality. LetΛ∗n = (Λ
∗
n, E(Λ
∗
n)) denote the planar dual ofΛn. That is, Λ
∗
n corresponds to the set of
faces of Λn, and for each e ∈ E(Λn), there is a dual edge e∗ ∈ E(Λ∗n) connecting the two faces bordering
e. The random-cluster distribution satisfies πΛn,p,q(S) = πΛ∗n,p∗,q(S
∗), where S∗ is the dual configuration
to S ⊆ E (i.e., e∗ ∈ S∗ iff e 6∈ S), and
p∗ =
q(1− p)
q(1− p) + p .
Under a realizable boundary condition ξ, this distributional equality becomes πξΛn,p,q(S) = π
ξ∗
Λ∗n,p
∗,q∗(S),
where ξ∗ is the boundary condition induced by taking the dual configuration of the configuration on
Z2 \Λn identified with ξ. Notice that Z2 is isomorphic to its dual. The unique value of p satisfying p = p∗,
denoted psd(q), is called the self-dual point.
Infinite-volume measure and phase transition. A random-cluster measure πZ2,p,q can be defined on
the infinite lattice Z2 as the limit as n → ∞ of the sequence of random-cluster measures on n × n
boxes with free boundary conditions. The measure πZ2,p,q exhibits a phase transition corresponding to the
appearance of an infinite connected component. That is, there exists a critical value p = pc(q) such that
if p < pc(q) (resp., p > pc(q)), then, almost surely, all components are finite (resp., there exists an infinite
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component). For q ≥ 1, the exact value of pc(q) for Z2 was recently settled in [2], proving
pc(q) = psd(q) =
√
q√
q + 1
.
Exponential decay of connectivities (EDC). A consequence of the results in [1, 2] is that for every
q > 1 and p < pc(q), there is a c = c(p, q) > 0 such that for every boundary condition ξ and all u, v ∈ Λn,
πξΛn,p,q(u
Λn←→ v) ≤ e−cd(u,v) , (2)
where d(u, v) is the graph distance between u, v in Z2 and u
Λn←→ v denotes that there is an open path
between u and v in the FK configuration on E(Λn) (not using the connections of ξ).
2.1 Random-cluster dynamics
In this sectionwe overview some preliminaries related toMarkov chainmixing times and the FK dynamics.
Mixing and coupling times. Consider an ergodic (i.e., irreducible and aperiodic) Markov chainM with
finite state space Ω, transition matrix P and stationary distribution µ. Let
tmix(ε) = min{t : max
X0∈Ω
‖P t(X0, ·)− µ‖tv ≤ ε}
where ‖ · ‖tv is the total-variation distance. The mixing time of M is given by tmix := tmix(1/4), and
for any positive ε < 1/2, by sub-multiplicativity, we have tmix(ε) ≤ ⌈log2 ε−1⌉ tmix. We use tmix(Λξn) to
denote the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on Λn ⊂ Z2 with boundary condition ξ.
A (one step) coupling of the Markov chainM specifies, for every pair of states (Xt, Yt) ∈ Ω × Ω, a
probability distribution over (Xt+1, Yt+1) such that the processes {Xt} and {Yt}, viewed in isolation, are
faithful copies ofM, and ifXt = Yt thenXt+1 = Yt+1. The coupling time, denoted Tcoup, is the minimum
T such that Pr[XT 6= YT ] ≤ 1/4, starting from the worst possible pair of configurations X0, Y0. The
following inequality is standard : tmix ≤ Tcoup.
Spectral gap and conductance. If P is irreducible and reversible with respect to µ, then it has real
eigenvalues 1 = λ1 > λ2 ≥ · · · ≥ λ|Ω| ≥ −1. The absolute spectral gap ofP is defined by gap(P ) = 1−λ∗
where λ∗ = max{|λ2|, |λ|Ω||}. Let µmin = minω∈Ω µ(ω); the following is then a standard inequality:
gap(P )−1 − 1 ≤ tmix ≤ gap(P )−1 log(2e · µ−1min) . (3)
For A ⊂ Ω, the conductance of A is defined as
Φ(A) =
Q(A,Ac)
µ(A)
=
∑
ω∈A,ω′∈Ac µ(ω)P (ω, ω
′)
µ(A)
. (4)
The conductance of the chain is given by Φ⋆ = minA:µ(A)≤1/2 Φ(A), and we have
Φ2⋆
2
≤ gap(P ) ≤ 2Φ⋆ . (5)
FK-dynamics and duality. Each run of the FK-dynamics on Λn, with realizable boundary conditions
ξ and parameters p, q, determines a valid run of the FK-dynamics on the dual graph Λ∗n with boundary
conditions ξ∗ and parameters p∗, q. (Simply identify the FK configuration in each step with its dual con-
figuration; it can be straightforwardly verified that the transitions of the FK-dynamics on the dual graph
occur with the correct probabilities.) Hence, the two dynamics have the same mixing times.
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Remark 2. The edge-set of the dual graph Λ∗n is not exactly in correspondence with the edge-set of a
rectangle Λ∗ = {−12 , ..., n + 12} × {−12 , ..., n + 12} as it does not include any edges that are between
boundary vertices of Λ∗. All the proofs in the paper carry through, only with the natural minor geometric
modifications, to the case of rectangles Λn with modified edge-set that only contains edges edges with at
least one endpoint in Λn \ ∂Λn. The dual of this modified graph is then a (n− 1)× (n− 1) rectangle with
all nearest-neighbor edges.
We note that the definition of realizability of the boundary condition is slightly different depending on
the above choice of edge-set for a rectangle: while ξ is encoded in a configuration onE(Z2)\E(Λn), its dual
ξ∗ would be encoded in a configuration on E((Z2)∗) \ (E(Λ∗) \E(∂Λ∗)). However, it is straightforward
to check that these two notions of realizability are equivalent: a partition of ∂Λn can be encoded in a
configuration on E(Z2) \E(Λn) if and only if it can be encoded in a configuration on E(Z2) \ (E(Λn) \
E(∂Λn)). With these considerations, it often suffices for us to prove our theorems for p < pc(q). For
example, it is sufficient to prove Theorem 1.1 for p < pc(q).
Boundary condition modification. Finally, we will often appeal to a comparison inequality between
mixing times of the FK-dynamics under different boundary conditions. This inequality is a consequence
of a simple comparison between random-cluster measures.
Definition 2.1. For two partitions ρ and ρ′ of the vertex set of a graphG = (V,E) we say that ρ ≤ ρ′ if ρ
is a finer partition than ρ′ (so that the partition consisting only of singletons is the minimal element of this
partial order). Then for two partitions ρ ≤ ρ′ we defineD(ρ, ρ′) = c(ρ)− c(ρ′) where c(ρ) is the number
of components in ρ. For two partitions ρ, ρ′ that are not comparable, let ρ′′ be the smallest partition such
that ρ′′ ≥ ρ and ρ′′ ≥ ρ′ and setD(ρ, ρ′) = c(ρ)− c(ρ′′) + c(ρ′)− c(ρ′′).
Lemma 2.2. Let G = (V,E) be an arbitrary graph, p ∈ (0, 1) and q > 0. Let ρ and ρ′ be two partitions
of V encoding two distinct external wirings on the vertices of G. Let πρG, π
ρ′
G be the resulting random-cluster
measures. Then, for all FK configurations ω ∈ {0, 1}E , we have
q−2D(ρ,ρ
′)πρ
′
G (ω) ≤ πρG(ω) ≤ q2D(ρ,ρ
′)πρ
′
G (ω) .
With this in hand, the variational form of the spectral gap implies the following (see e.g., [32]).
Lemma 2.3. Let G = (V,E) be an arbitrary graph, p ∈ (0, 1) and q > 0. Consider the FK-dynamics on G
with the external wirings ρ and ρ′, and let tmix(G
ρ), tmix(G
ρ′) denote their mixing times. Then:
tmix(G
ρ) ≤ qO(D(ρ,ρ′))|E|tmix(Gρ′) .
3 Mixing time upper bounds: a general framework
In this section we introduce a general framework for bounding the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on
Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) by its mixing times on certain subsets. In [4] it was shown that a strong form of
spatial mixing (encoding exponential decay of correlations uniformly over subsets of Λn) implies optimal
mixing of the FK-dynamics. However, this notion, known as strong spatial mixing (SSM) and described in
Remark 3, does not hold for most boundary conditions for which fast mixing of the FK-dynamics is still
expected. To circumvent this, we introduce a weaker notion, which we callmoderate spatial mixing (MSM).
Notation. We introduce some notation first. For a set R ⊆ Λn, let E(R) ⊆ En be the set of edges of
E(Λn) with both endpoints in R. We will denote by R
c the vertex set Λn \ R and by Ec(R) the edge-
complement of R; i.e., Ec(R) := E(Λn) \ E(R). For a configuration ω : E(Λn) → {0, 1}, we will use
ω(R), or alternatively ω(E(R)), for the configuration of ω on E(R). With a slight abuse of notation, for
an edge set F ⊆ E(Λn), we use {F = ω} for the event that the configuration on F is given by ω; when
ω is the all free or the all wired configuration, we simply use {F = 0} and {F = 1}, respectively.
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Definition 3.1. Let ξ be a boundary condition for Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) and let B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bk} be a
collection of subsets of Λn. We say that moderate spatial mixing (MSM) holds on Λn for ξ, B and δ > 0 if
for all e ∈ E(Λn), there exists Bj ∈ B such that∣∣∣πξΛn,p,q( e = 1 | Ec(Bj) = 1 )− πξΛn,p,q( e = 1 | Ec(Bj) = 0 )
∣∣∣ ≤ δ . (6)
In words, MSM holds for B if for every edge e ∈ E(Λn) we can find Bj such that e ∈ E(Bj) and the
“influence” of the configuration on Ec(Bj) on the state of e is bounded by δ.
Remark 3. SSM as defined in [4] holds when MSM holds for a specific sequence of collections of subsets:
if Br is the set of subsets containing all the square boxes of side length 2r centered at each e ∈ E(Λn)
(intersected with E(Λn)), then SSM holds if MSM holds for Br for every r ≥ 1 with δ = exp(−Ω(r)).
MSM does not capture the fast mixing of the FK-dynamics the way SSM does. Namely, it is easy to
find collections of subsets for which MSM holds for all boundary conditions, including those boundary
conditions for which we later prove slow mixing; see Theorem 1.5. However, if, for a collection B =
{B1, B2, . . . , Bk}, we also bound the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on every Bj , we can deduce a
mixing time bound for the FK-dynamics on Λn. Let tmix(B
τ ) denote the mixing time of the FK-dynamics
on the subset B ⊆ Λn with boundary condition τ . (Recall that τ corresponds to a partition of ∂B and that
∂B consists of those vertices in B that are adjacent to vertices in Z2 \B.)
Definition 3.2. Let ξ be a boundary condition for Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) and let B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bk} with
Bj ⊂ Λn. We say that local mixing (LM) holds for B and T > 0, if
tmix
(
B
(1,ξ)
j
) ≤ T and tmix(B(0,ξ)j ) ≤ T for all j = 1, ..., k
where (1, ξ) (resp., (0, ξ)) denotes the boundary condition on Bj induced by the event {Ec(Bj) = 1}
(resp. {Ec(Bj) = 0}) and the boundary condition ξ.
Remark 4. Observe that when Bj ∩ ∂Λn = ∅, (1, ξ) and (0, ξ) are simply the wired and free boundary
condition on Bj , respectively. When Bj ∩ ∂Λn 6= ∅, the connectivities from ξ could also induce some
connections in (1, ξ) and (0, ξ).
Our next theorem, roughly speaking, establishes the following implication:
MSM+ LM =⇒ upper bound for mixing time of FK-dynamics,
with the quality of the bound depending on the T for which LM holds. A similar (and inspiring) implication
for the Glauber dynamics of the Ising model in graphs of bounded degree was established by Mossel and
Sly in [30]; there, the notion of MSM is replaced by a form of spatial mixing which is stronger than SSM.
Theorem 3.3. Let ξ be a boundary condition on Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) and let B = {B1, B2, . . . , Bk} with
Bj ⊂ Λn for all j = 1, . . . , k. If for ξ and B, moderate spatial mixing holds for some δ ≤ 1/(12|E(Λn)|)
and local mixing holds for some T > 0, then tmix(Λ
ξ
n) = O(Tn2 log n).
Proof. Consider two copies {Xt}, {Yt} of the FK-dynamics. We couple the evolution of {Xt} and {Yt} by
using the same random e ∈ E(Λn) and the same uniform random number r ∈ [0, 1] to decide whether to
add or remove e from the configurations. This is a standard coupling of the steps of the FK-dynamics (see,
e.g., [4, 21]); we call it the identity coupling. It is straightforward to verify that, when q ≥ 1, the identity
coupling is a monotone coupling, in the sense that if Xt ⊆ Yt then Xt+1 ⊆ Yt+1 with probability 1.
We bound the coupling time Tcoup of the identity coupling for the FK-dynamics. The result then
follows from the fact that tmix ≤ Tcoup. Since the identity coupling can be extended to a simultaneous
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coupling of all configurations that preserves the partial order ⊆, the coupling time starting from any pair
of configurations is bounded by the coupling time for initial configurations Y0 = ∅ and X0 = E(Λn).
We prove that there exists Tˆ = O(Tn2 log n) such that the identity coupling P satisfies
P[XTˆ (e) 6= YTˆ (e)] ≤
1
4|E(Λn)|
for every e ∈ E(Λn). A union bound over e ∈ E(Λn) then implies that Tcoup ≤ Tˆ .
Fix any edge e ∈ E(Λn) and letBj ∈ B be a subset for which (6) is satisfied (such a subset exists since
moderate spatial mixing holds). To bound P[XTˆ (e) 6= YTˆ (e) ], we introduce two additional instances
{Z+t }, {Z−t } of the FK-dynamics. These two copies update only edges with both endpoints in Bj and
reject all other updates. We set Z+0 = E(Λn) and Z
−
0 = ∅. The four Markov chains {Xt}, {Yt}, {Z+t } and
{Z−t } are coupled with the identity coupling, with updates outside Bj ignored by both {Z+t } and {Z−t }.
The monotonicity of this coupling, along with a triangle inequality, implies that for all t ≥ 0,
P[Xt(e) 6= Yt(e) ] ≤
∣∣∣P[Z+t (e) = 1 ]− πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 1 )
∣∣∣ (7)
+
∣∣∣πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 1 )− πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 0 )
∣∣∣ (8)
+
∣∣∣πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 0 )− P[Z−t (e) = 1 ]
∣∣∣ . (9)
Observe that the restrictions of the chains {Z+t } and {Z−t } to Bj are lazy versions of FK-dynamics on
Bj with stationary measures π
ξ
Λn
( · |Ec(Bj) = 1 ) and πξΛn( · |Ec(Bj) = 0) , respectively. The laziness
comes from the fact that they only accept updates that are inBj , and by the local mixing assumption, once
T updates have been done in Bj , the chains {Z+t } and {Z−t } will be mixed.
Now, after Tˆ = CT |E(Λn)| log2⌈24|E(Λn)|⌉ steps, the expected number of updates in Bj is
CT |E(Λn)| log2⌈24|E(Λn)|⌉
|E(Bj)|
|E(Λn)| ≥ CT log2⌈24|E(Λn)|⌉ .
Let ATˆ be the event that the number of updates in Bj after Tˆ steps is at least T log2⌈24|E(Λn)|⌉. A
Chernoff bound then implies that, for a large enough constant C > 0,
Pr[Ac
Tˆ
] ≤ 1
24|E(Λn)| .
Therefore, ∣∣∣Pr[Z+
Tˆ
(e) = 1 | ATˆ ]− Pr[Z+Tˆ (e) = 1]
∣∣∣ ≤ Pr[Ac
Tˆ
] ≤ 1
24|E(Λn)| . (10)
By the local mixing property, and the fact that tmix(ε) ≤ ⌈log2 ε−1⌉ · tmix for any positive ε < 1/2, we
have ∣∣∣Pr[Z+
Tˆ
(e) = 1 | ATˆ ]− πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 1 )
∣∣∣ ≤ 1
24|E(Λn)| . (11)
It then follows from (10), (11) and the triangle inequality that when t = Tˆ the right-hand side in (7) is at
most 112|E(Λn)| . The same bound can be deduced for (9) in a similar manner.
Finally, since moderate spatial mixing holds for some δ < 112|E(Λn)| , we have∣∣∣πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 1 ) − πξΛn( e = 1 |Ec(Bj) = 0 )
∣∣∣ ≤ 1
12|E(Λn)| ;
see Definition 3.1. Putting these together we see that P[XTˆ (e) 6= YTˆ (e) ] ≤ 14|E(Λn)| as desired.
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Bw
Be
(a)
R1
R2 R2
(b)
Figure 1: (a) A boundary condition for which no configuration inBw ∩Be isolatesBw \Be fromBe \Bw.
(b) A boundary condition ξ where every pair of overlapping rectangles (as in (12)) must interact through
ξ; however, the two groups of rectangles R1,R2 do not interact through ξ.
4 Fast mixing on thin rectangles
Themain difficulty in proving Theorem 1.1 using the general framework from Section 3 is obtainingmixing
time estimates on thin rectangles of dimension Θ(n)×Θ(log n) with realizable boundary conditions. To
motivate this, we notice that since p < pc(q), the influence of the boundary is lost, with high probability,
at a distanceΘ(log n). Thus the main difficulty will be to bound the mixing time of the FK-dynamics in the
annulus of widthΘ(log n)with realizable boundary conditions on the outside. As such, the key ingredient
in the proof of Theorem 1.1 will be the following mixing time bound on thin rectangles.
For an n × l rectangle Λn,l = [[0, n]] × [[0, l]], we use ∂nΛn,l, ∂eΛn,l, ∂sΛn,l and ∂wΛn,l for its north,
east, south and west boundaries respectively. Recall that for a, b ∈ Z, we set [[a, b]] = {a, a+1, . . . , b} and
[[a, b]]c = [[0, n]] \ [[a, b]].
Theorem 4.1. Consider Λn,l = (Λn,l, E(Λn,l)) for l ≤ n with an arbitrary realizable boundary condition
ξ that is either free or wired on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l. Then, for every q > 1 and p 6= pc(q), the mixing
time of the FK-dynamics on Λn,l is at most exp(O(l + log n)).
Observe that when l = O(log n), this implies the mixing time is nO(1), which will be the setting of interest
in our proofs. Moreover, we note that it suffices for us to prove Theorem 4.1 for the set of realizable
boundary conditions ξ that are free on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l and all p 6= pc(q), as the set of boundary
conditions dual to these are exactly the set of realizable boundary conditions that are wired on ∂eΛn,l ∪
∂wΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l; see Remark 2.
In Section 4.1, we give a overview of the main ideas in the proof of this theorem. In Sections 4.2–4.4,
we introduce some crucial notions regarding groups of rectangular subsets of Λn,l and their relations with
the boundary conditions ξ. Sections 4.5–4.6 bound the mixing time of the block dynamics with respect to a
suitably-chosen set of subsets of Λn,l. The recursive proof of Theorem 4.1 is then completed in Section 4.7.
4.1 Outline of proof of Theorem 4.1
We first mention some obstructions that boundary conditions present to proving Theorem 4.1 using ap-
proaches that are common in analogous problems for spin systems. A traditional approach to proving
mixing time bounds for thin rectangles is the canonical paths method ([27, 26, 23, 33]), which gives an up-
per bound that is exponential in the shorter side length; however, boundary conditions can significantly
distort the augmented graph with external wirings, preventing this approach from succeeding.
A sharper approach would be to use an inductive scheme [7, 26, 18], whereby, we bound the mixing
time of the FK-dynamics on n× l rectangles by the mixing times in smaller rectangular blocks, e.g.,
Bw = [[0,
2
3n]]× [[0, l]] and Be = [[13n, n]]× [[0, l]] . (12)
This method requires bounding by the mixing time of the so-called block dynamics.
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Definition 4.2. The block dynamics {Xt}with blocksBw, Be ⊂ Λn,l such thatE(Bw)∪E(Be) = E(Λn,l)
is the discrete-time Markov chain that, at each t, picks i uniformly at random from {w, e} and updates
the configuration in E(Bi) with a sample from the stationary distribution of the chain conditional on the
configuration of Xt on E
c(Bi).
The spectral gap of the FK-dynamics on Λn,l is bounded from below by the spectral of the block dynamics
times the worst gap of the FK-dynamics in any Bi with worst-case configuration on E
c(Bi); see Theo-
rem 4.17 for a precise statement. With the choice of blocks in (12), applying this recursively, one would
bound the spectral gap of the FK-dynamics on Λn,l by the gap of the block dynamics raised to a Θ(log n)
power. Hence, establishing Theorem 4.1 would require an Ω(1) lower bound on the spectral gap of the
block dynamics.
The mixing time and spectral gap of the block dynamics is typically bounded by showing that after
the first block update in either Bw or Be, the configuration in Bw ∩ Be will be such that it disconnects
the influence of the configuration on Bw \ Be from Be \ Bw with probability Ω(1); this then allows a
standard coupling argument to be used to bound the mixing time. In the presence of long-range boundary
connections, however, it could be that no configuration on Bw ∩Be would disconnect the two sides from
one another and facilitate coupling; see Figure 1(a) for such an example. As such, our choices of blocks
will depend on the boundary conditions and will be chosen to allow for the block dynamics to couple in
O(1) time, while ensuring that the blocks are still at most a fraction of the size of the original rectangle,
so that after O(log n) recursive steps we arrive at a sufficiently small base scale.
In particular, we will show that for every realizable boundary condition ξ on Λn,l, there exists a choice
of two blocks, whose widths are at most 45n, such that they are sufficiently isolated from one another in ξ.
As Figure 1(b) demonstrates, there are realizable boundary conditions that would force these blocks to not
be single rectangles, as in (12), but rather collections of rectangular subsets of Λn,l. Thus, our recursive
argument will proceed instead on groups of rectangles,
R =
⋃
Ri, where Ri = [[ai, bi]]× [[0, l]] ⊂ Λn,l
are disjoint, with boundary conditions induced by ξ and the configuration of the chain on Λn,l \ R.
We formally define groups of rectangles (Definition 4.7), and their boundary conditions in Section 4.3.
We consider next the notion of compatibility of a group of rectangles R ⊂ Λn,l with the boundary con-
dition ξ. Roughly speaking, we say a group of rectangles R is compatible with ξ if ξ limits the boundary
interactions between the rectangles ofR for every possible configuration on Λn,l \ R; see Definition 4.8.
In Section 4.5, we provide an algorithm (see Lemma 4.9) that, for a group of rectanglesR compatible with
ξ, finds two suitable subsets for the block dynamics: these subsets will each be group of rectangles com-
patible with ξ, of width between 1/5 and 4/5 of the width ofR. This will allow us to induct on groups of
rectangles compatible with ξ, while ensuring that number of recursive steps is O(log n). Specifically, our
splitting algorithm will find interior and exterior subsets Aint and Aext with no boundary connections
between the two; see Figure 3(a). These will be the cores of the two blocks forR, but in order to bound the
coupling time of the block dynamics, we want the two blocks to overlap, and therefore we enlarge Aint
and Aext bym = Θ(log l) to form the blocksRint andRext for the block dynamics; see Figure 3(b).
Finally, in Section 4.6, we bound the coupling time of this block dynamics by some sufficiently large
constant to conclude the proof. This follows by leveraging the fact that p < pc (p > pc) to condition on
the existence of certain disconnecting dual (primal) paths inRint ∩Rext that have Ω(1) probability.
We emphasize that in order to push through this recursion, is will be crucial that our notion of com-
patibility with ξ is strong enough to yield a uniform bound on this block dynamics coupling time, while
being broad enough that the splitting algorithm always succeeds in finding sub-blocks that are themselves
groups of rectangles compatible with ξ.
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Figure 2: The rectangle Λn,l with a boundary condition ξ inducing disconnecting intervals. For example,
[[a1, a4]], [[a3, a4]] and [[a7, a10]] are disconnecting intervals of free-type; [[a1, a2]], [[a0, a6]], [[a7, a8]] and
[[a9, a10]] are of free-wired-type; [[a0, a5]] and [[a5, a6]] are of wired-type.
4.2 Disconnecting intervals
In this section, we introduce the notion of disconnecting intervals, one of the building blocks of our recur-
sive proof of polynomial mixing. Recall that we use ∂nΛn,l, ∂eΛn,l, ∂sΛn,l and ∂wΛn,l for the north, east,
south and west boundaries of the rectangle Λn,l, respectively.
Definition 4.3. For a realizable boundary condition ξ on Λn,l that is free on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l, an
interval [[a, b]] ⊂ [[0, n]] is called disconnecting of
1. free-type: if there are no boundary connections in ξ between [[a, b]]× {l} and [[a, b]]c × {l};
2. wired-type: if there is a boundary component in ξ that contains the vertices (a, l) and (b, l).
Observe that an interval can be both of free-type and of wired-type if (a, l) and (b, l) are connected
through ξ but are not connected to any boundary vertex in [[a, b]]c × [[0, l]]; in this case, we may refer to
the interval as being of free-wired-type; see Figure 2 for several examples.
The following properties concerning the union and intersection of disconnecting intervals will be cru-
cial to our proofs.
Lemma 4.4. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l and
let a < b < c. If both [[a, b]] and [[b, c]] are disconnecting intervals of wired-type, then so is [[a, c]]. If both [[a, b]]
and [[b+ 1, c]] are disconnecting intervals of free-type, then so is [[a, c]].
Proof. If [[a, b]] and [[b, c]] are disconnecting intervals of wired-type, then by definition the vertices (a, l),
(b, l) and (c, l) are all in the same component of ξ; hence [[a, c]] is a disconnecting interval of wired-type. If
[[a, b]] and [[b+1, c]] are disconnecting intervals of free-type, then by definition there are no connections in
ξ between [[a, b]] and [[a, b]]c ⊃ [[a, c]]c or between [[b + 1, c]] and [[b+ 1, c]]c ⊃ [[a, c]]c . Consequently, there
are not connections in ξ between [[a, c]] = [[a, b]] ∪ [[b+ 1, c]] and [[a, c]]c, and [[a, c]] is thus a disconnecting
interval of free-type.
Lemma 4.5. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition onΛn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l∪∂eΛn,l∪∂wΛn,l. Suppose
there exist a < b ≤ c < d such that [[a, c]] and [[b, d]] are disconnecting intervals. Then either both [[a, c]] and
[[b, d]] are of free-type or both are of wired-type.
Proof. Suppose by way of contradiction and without loss of generality that [[a, c]] is only of free-type (i.e.,
free-type but not free-wired-type) and [[b, d]] is of wired-type. By definition, there exists a component of
ξ that contains both (b, l) and (d, l). Since a < b ≤ c < d, there is therefore a connection in ξ between
[[a, c]] × {l} and [[a, c]]c × {l}. Hence, [[a, c]] cannot be a disconnecting interval of free-type yielding the
desired contradiction.
Lemma 4.6. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition onΛn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l∪∂eΛn,l∪∂wΛn,l. Suppose
there exist a < b < c < d such that [[a, c]] and [[b, d]] are disconnecting intervals.
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1. If [[a, c]] and [[b, d]] are both of wired-type, then [[a, b]], [[b, c]], [[c, d]] and [[a, d]] are all disconnecting
intervals of wired-type.
2. If [[a, c]] and [[b, d]] are both of free-type, then [[a, b−1]], [[b, c]], [[c+1, d]] and [[a, d]] are all disconnecting
intervals of free-type.
Proof. For the first part, suppose that both [[a, c]] and [[b, d]] are disconnecting intervals of wired-type. By
definition, the vertices (a, l) and (c, l) are in the same component of ξ, as are (b, l) and (d, l). By the
planarity of realizable boundary conditions, it must be the case that these two components of ξ are indeed
the same, and therefore (a, l), (b, l), (c, l), (d, l) are all in the same boundary component of ξ. As such,
[[a, b]], [[b, c]], [[c, d]] and [[a, d]] are all disconnecting intervals of wired-type.
For the second part, suppose first by way of contradiction that [[a, b−1]] is not a disconnecting interval
of free-type. Then there must be a boundary component in ξ with vertices in [[a, b− 1]]× {l} and [[a, b−
1]]c × {l}. If it is a component containing a vertex in [[a, c]]c × {l}, it would violate the fact that [[a, c]] is
disconnecting of free-type, while if it is a component containing a vertex in [[b, c]] × {l}, it would violate
that [[b, d]] is disconnecting of free-type as [[a, b − 1]] ⊂ [[b, d]]c. By analogous reasoning [[c + 1, d]], [[b, c]]
and [[a, d]] are all disconnecting intervals of free-type.
4.3 Groups of rectangles
In this section, we define groups of rectangles and their boundary conditions, which constitute the other
building blocks of our recursive proof of polynomial mixing for the FK-dynamics on thin rectangles. As
in the previous section, we consider an n × l rectangle Λn,l = [[0, n]] × [[0, l]] with a realizable boundary
condition ξ that is free on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l.
Henceforth, we take
m = m(l) = C⋆ log l ,
whereC⋆ is a large constant such thatC⋆ > c
−1 which we choose later, with c being the constant from (2).
A rectangular subset R ⊂ Λn,l is a rectangle of the form [[a, b]] × [[0, l]] for some 0 ≤ a < b ≤ n. For
such a rectangular subset, we denote by W (R) its width; i.e., W (R) = b − a. For the union of distinct
and disjoint rectangular subsets R = ⋃N(R)i=1 Ri, where Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]] and a1 < b1 < a2 <
· · · < aN(R) < bN(R), its width is defined by W (R) =
∑N(R)
i=1 W (Ri) and its boundary is given by
∂R = ⋃N(R)i=1 ∂Ri. Moreover, we let ∂nR = ⋃N(R)i=1 ∂nRi and similarly define ∂sR; on the other hand,
∂eR will be the eastern boundary of the right-most rectangle Ri and ∂wR, the western boundary of the
left-most.
Definition 4.7. A group of rectangles R = ⋃N(R)i=1 Ri is the union of N(R) disjoint rectangular subsets
Ri of Λn,l such thatW (Ri) ≥ 2m for every i = 1, ..., N(R).
Remark 5. The requirement that W (Ri) ≥ 2m for every i, which may seem arbitrary at the moment,
is because in our recursive argument, we want our groups of rectangles R to have interiors that are not
influenced by the configuration on E(Λn,l) \ E(R). When a group of rectangles has a thin constituent
rectangle Ri, the influence of the outside configuration can permeate through all of Ri.
We will be considering blocks dynamics with blocks consisting of groups of rectangles. If we want to
update the configuration on a group of rectanglesR ⊂ Λn,l, the boundary condition induced on ∂R will
consist of the boundary condition onΛn,l which will be fixed to be ξ, together with a fixed random-cluster
configuration ωRc on E
c(R) = E(Λn,l) \ E(R). Hence, our boundary conditions on R will be of this
form, and we denote them by the pair ζ = (ξ, ωRc).
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4.4 Compatible boundary conditions
We now define the notion of compatibility of groups of rectangles with boundary conditions ξ. This is
crucial in our inductive argument; our algorithm for finding suitable blocks for the block dynamics will
guarantee that if the starting group rectangles is compatible with respect to a given boundary condition,
so will each of the blocks, enabling an inductive procedure.
Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on ∂Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l, and free
in all vertices in ∂nΛn,l at distance at mostm from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l (i.e., they appear as singletons in the
corresponding boundary partition). This latter requirement for vertices near the corners of Λn,l allows us
to always choose blocks in our recursion whose boundaries are at least distancem from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l;
this simplifies our analysis.
The following will be the distinguishing property of our choice of blocks for the block dynamics.
Definition 4.8. Let R = ⋃N(R)i=1 Ri be a group of rectangles with Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]] and a1 < b1 <
a2 < b2 < . . . < aN(R) < bN(R) (with bi − ai ≥ 2m for all i). We sayR is compatible with ξ, if
1. Between every two consecutive rectangles Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]] and Ri+1 = [[ai+1, bi+1]] × [[0, l]]
the interval [[bi −m,ai+1 +m]] is a disconnecting interval; and
2. The interval [[a1 +m, bN(R) −m]] is also a disconnecting interval.
Remark 6. It is clear from the definition thatΛn,l is compatible with ξ: the first condition is vacuous, while
the second is satisfied since all vertices a distance at most m from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l are free. Observe also
that bi − ai ≥ 2m for every i and so bN(R) −m ≥ a1 +m; see Definition 4.7.
4.5 Defining the blocks for the block dynamics
Now that we have introduced disconnecting intervals, group of rectangles and the notion of compatibility,
we describe our algorithm for picking two blocksRint,Rext for the block dynamics, based on the boundary
condition ξ. Recall the definitions of width W (·) of a rectangular subset and width of a collection of
rectangles W (R) = ∑N(R)i=1 W (Ri). It will also be convenient to have the following notation ∂‖R =⋃N(R)
i=1 ∂wRi∪∂eRi for the vertical sides of the group of rectanglesR =
⋃N(R)
i=1 Ri. The following lemma
provides the basis for our splitting algorithm.
Lemma 4.9. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on ∂Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l and
free in all vertices in ∂nΛn,l at distance at most m from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l. For every group of rectangles R
compatible with ξ, with W (R) ≥ 100m, there exists a disconnecting interval [[c⋆, d⋆]] such that both (c⋆, l)
and (d⋆, l) are in ∂nR, are distance at leastm from ∂‖R, and
1
4
W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[c⋆, d⋆]]× [[0, l]])) ≤ 3
4
W (R) .
We pause to comment on why a disconnecting interval with such properties provides the desired
blocks for the block dynamics. The interval [[c⋆, d⋆]] from the lemma will be used to define Aint = R ∩
([[c⋆, d⋆]]× [[0, l]]) and Aext = R\Aint; their enlargements bym will form the blocksRint andRext (see
Figure 3). The requirement that W (Aint) be a fraction of W (R) bounded away from 0 and 1 is so that
we only recurse O(log n) times before reaching small enough widths. The requirement that the corners
of [[c⋆, d⋆]] × [[0, l]] are a distance at least m from ∂‖R is so that when we enlarge the sets Aint,Aext by
m, we do not overflow beyond the rectangles containing (c⋆, l) and (d⋆, l). Crucially, our ability to pick
disconnecting segments that satisfy this latter requirement will be guaranteed by the compatibility of R
with ξ.
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Proof of Lemma 4.9. We begin by finding a candidate disconnecting interval [[c, d]] with (c, l), (d, l) ∈ ∂nR
satisfying:
1
3
W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[c, d]] × [[0, l]])) ≤ 2
3
W (R) . (13)
In the second part of the proof we show how tomodify the interval [[c, d]] to obtain a disconnecting interval
[[c⋆, d⋆]] with the added property that both (c⋆, l) and (d⋆, l) are distance at leastm from ∂‖R.
If there exist a pair of vertices (x, l), (y, l) ∈ ∂nR such that 13W (R) ≤ W (R ∩ ([[x, y]] × [[0, l]])) ≤
2
3W (R)with (x, l) connected to (y, l) through ξ, then we take c = x, d = y; that is, we use [[c, d]] = [[x, y]]
as our candidate disconnecting interval. Suppose otherwise that there does not exist any such boundary
connection: then every pair (x, l), (y, l) ∈ ∂nR connected through ξ is such that
W (R∩ ([[x, y]]× [[0, l]])) < 1
3
W (R) , or W (R∩ ([[x, y]] × [[0, l]])) > 2
3
W (R) . (14)
If the latter holds, then there is a pair, say (x0, l), (y0, l) ∈ ∂nR, for which the latter holds with a minimal
width. The interval [[x0, y0]] would be a disconnecting interval of wired-type and there is no other vertex
(z, l) ∈ ∂nR with z ∈ [[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]] connected to (x0, l) and (y0, l) in ξ since if there were such a z it
would violate the assumption that [[x0, y0]] is of minimal width withW (R∩ ([[x0, y0]]× [[0, l]])) > 23W (R)
or that every pair of vertices (x, l), (y, l) ∈ ∂nR connected in ξ satisfy (14). Consequently, all other
connections through ξ between vertices (x1, l), (y1, l) ∈ ∂nR∩ ([[x0+1, y0−1]]× [[0, l]]) will be such that
W (R∩ ([[x1, y1]]× [[0, l]])) < 1
3
W (R) .
We can then partition the vertices of ∂nR∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]]× {l}) into disjoint disconnecting intervals
of free-wired-type using the following procedure:
1. Let ρ = {C1, . . . , Ck} be the partition of the vertices of ∂nR∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]]× {l}) induced by
the boundary condition ξ; every Ci corresponds to a distinct connected component of ξ;
2. For each Ci, consider the disconnecting interval Li of free-wired-type determined by the left-most
and right-most vertices of Ci in ∂nR ∩ ([[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]] × {l}). Notice that some of the Ci’s may
be singletons, which we view as disconnecting intervals of the free-wired-type;
3. Let {Li1 , Li2 , . . . , Liℓ} be those disconnecting intervals which are maximal, in the sense that there
does not exist j and k such that Lij ⊂ Lk.
The set of disconnecting intervals {Li1 , Li2 , . . . , Liℓ} partitions [[x0 + 1, y0 − 1]] into disjoint discon-
necting intervals of free-wired-type with the property that W (R ∩ (Lij × [[0, l]])) ≤ 13W (R) for every
j ∈ {1, . . . , ℓ}. We can then use Lemma 4.4 to merge adjacent disconnecting intervals until we obtain a
candidate disconnecting interval [[c, d]] ⊂ [[x0, y0]] (of free-type), having widthW (R ∩ ([[c, d]] × [[0, l]]) ∈
[13W (R), 23W (R)].
Now that we have found a candidate disconnecting interval [[c, d]] satisfying (13), wemodify it to obtain
a disconnecting interval [[c⋆, d⋆]] with the property that both (c⋆, l) and (d⋆, l) are distance at leastm from
∂‖R.
If (c, l) is at distance at least m from ∂‖R, set c⋆ = c, and similarly if (d, l) is at distance at least
m from ∂‖R, then set d⋆ = d. Otherwise, suppose (c, l) is at distance less than m from ∂wRi for some
constituent rectangular subset Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]] of R. Since R is compatible with ξ, the interval
Ic = [[bi−1 −m,ai +m]] is a disconnecting interval, and we set
c⋆ =
{
ai +m, if Ic is of wired-type, or i = 1, orW (Ri) = 2m;
ai +m+ 1 , if Ic is only of free-type, andW (Ri) > 2m;
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note that the first case includes when Ic is of free-wired-type, whereas the second case only applies when
the interval is of free-type and not of wired-type. When (c, l) is instead at distance less thanm from ∂eRi
for some i, then we simply set c⋆ = bi −m.
Symmetrically, if (d, l) is at distance less than m from ∂eRi for some Ri = [[ai, bi]] × [[0, l]], let Id =
[[bi −m,ai+1 +m]]
d⋆ =
{
bi −m, if Id is of wired-type, or i = N(R), orW (Ri) = 2m;
bi −m− 1 , if Id is only of free-type, andW (Ri) > 2m.
When (d, l) is at distance less thanm from ∂wRi, let d⋆ = ai+m. To see that this process is well-defined,
notice that since W (Ri) ≥ 2m for every i, the points (c, l), (d, l) cannot be both less thanm away from
∂eRi and less thanm away from ∂wRi.
We claim that in all of these cases the interval [[c⋆, d⋆]] is a disconnecting interval. The fact that
(c⋆, l), (d⋆, l) ∈ ∂nR are a distance at leastm away from ∂‖R follows directly from the construction.
First, observe that when (c, l), (d, l) are both a distance at least m from ∂‖R, then we set c⋆ = c and
d⋆ = d; in this case [[c⋆, d⋆]] is disconnecting since [[c, d]] was chosen to be disconnecting.
Next suppose that d was at least a distance m from ∂‖R while c was at distance less than m from
∂wRi for some i. In this setting, we establish that [[c⋆, d⋆]] is a disconnecting interval by considering the
following four cases:
Case 1: i = 1. Note that [[a1 +m, bN(R) −m]] and [[c, d]] are disconnecting intervals by compatibility
and construction, respectively. Also,W (R∩([[c, d]])) ≥ 100m3 sinceW (R) ≥ 100m. Hence, c < a1+m <
d < bN(R) −m and Lemma 4.6 implies that [[c⋆, d⋆]] = [[a1 +m,d]] is disconnecting.
Case 2: i > 1 and [[bi−1 − m,ai + m]] is of wired-type. Since W (R ∩ ([[c, d]])) ≥ 100m3 , we have
bi−1 −m < c < ai +m < d. Then, by Lemma 4.5, [[c, d]] is a disconnecting interval of wired-type, and
Lemma 4.6 implies that [[c⋆, d⋆]] = [[ai +m,d]] is a disconnecting interval of wired-type.
Case 3: i > 1, [[bi−1 −m,ai +m]] is of free-type and W (Ri) > 2m. We again have bi−1 −m < c <
ai +m < d, and by Lemma 4.5 [[c, d]] is a disconnecting interval of free-type. Therefore, by Lemma 4.6,
[[c⋆, d⋆]] = [[ai +m+ 1, d]] is a disconnecting interval of free-type.
Case 4: i > 1, [[bi−1 −m,ai +m]] is only of free-type and W (Ri) = 2m. In this case, it must be that
i < N(R). Therefore, by the compatibility ofR and ξ, [[bi−m,ai+1+m]] = [[ai+m,ai+1+m]] is also a
disconnecting interval. In fact, by Lemma 4.5, [[bi −m,ai+1 +m]] is a disconnecting interval of free-type.
Applying Lemma 4.6 with respect to [[ai+m+1, d]] and [[ai+m,ai+1+m]] implies [[c⋆, d⋆]] = [[ai+m,d]]
is a disconnecting interval.
Suppose otherwise that c was at distance less than m from ∂eRi for some i, and d was still at least
a distance at least m from ∂‖R. In this case, W (R ∩ ([[c, d]])) ≥ 100m3 implies N(R) > 1 as well as
i < N(R). Moreover, [[bi − m,ai+1 + m]] is a disconnecting interval by the compatibility of R and ξ.
Since bi −m < c < ai+1 +m < d, Lemma 4.5 then implies that when [[bi −m,ai+1 +m]] is of wired-
type (resp., of free-type) then [[c, d]] is also of wired-type (resp., of free-type), and therefore by Lemma 4.6,
[[c⋆, d⋆]] = [[bi −m,d]] is a disconnecting interval of wired-type (resp., of free-type).
The symmetric cases where (c, l) is a distance at least m from ∂‖R, and (d, l) is a distance less than
m from ∂‖R can be checked analogously. The remaining case in which both (c, l) and (d, l) are a distance
less thanm from ∂‖R can also be checked similarly, by first modifying the candidate interval on one side
in order to obtain a disconnecting interval [[c⋆, d]] having (c⋆, l) a distance at leastm from ∂‖R, and then
performing the modification on d to obtain the desired disconnecting interval [[c⋆, d⋆]].
Finally, we claim that in all such situations, [[c⋆, d⋆]] satisfies
1
4
W (R) ≤W (R∩ ([[c⋆, d⋆]]× [[0, l]])) ≤ 3
4
W (R) .
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Figure 3: (a) The coresAint andAext and (b) the blocksRint andRext. The blocksRint andRext are the
enlargements of Aint and Aext by exactlym, and are thus, themselves, groups of rectangles.
This follows from the facts thatW (R) ≥ 100m, |c− c⋆| ≤ m and |d− d⋆| ≤ m.
We will now use the disconnecting interval given by Lemma 4.9 to define two subsets Aint and Aext
ofR, and set Rint andRext to be their enlargments bym.
Definition 4.10. For a group of rectanglesR compatible with ξ, let [[c⋆, d⋆]] be the disconnecting interval
given by Lemma 4.9. Then define the interior and exterior cores as
Aint = R∩ ([[c⋆, d⋆]]× [[0, l]]) and Aext = R∩ ([[c⋆, d⋆]]c × [[0, l]]) ;
see Figure 3(a). Using the disconnecting interval [[c⋆, d⋆]] define the interior and exterior blocks as follows:
1. Let c− = c⋆ −m and c+ = c⋆ +m. Let d− = d⋆ −m and d+ = d⋆ +m.
2. DefineRint = R∩ ([[c−, d+]]× [[0, l]]) andRext = R∩ (([[0, c+]]∪ [[d−, n]])× [[0, l]]); see Figure 3(b).
We will demonstrate that this choice of Rint and Rext has certain fundamental properties that will
facilitate the recursive argument in the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Proposition 4.11. If R is a group of rectangles compatible with ξ, and moreover, W (R) ≥ 100m, then the
setsRint andRext are groups of rectangles satisfying the following properties:
1. 15W (R) ≤W (Rint) ≤ 45W (R) and likewise 15W (R) ≤W (Rext) ≤ 45W (R);
2. BothRint andRext are compatible with ξ.
Proof. We show first thatRint andRext are groups of rectangles (see Definition 4.7). By constructionRint
and Rext are unions of rectangular subsets of Λn,l. Since R is a group of rectangles, every constituent
rectangular subset Ri of R has W (Ri) ≥ 2m by definition. By Lemma 4.9, (c⋆, l), (d⋆, l) were such that
they are a distance at leastm from ∂‖R; as a consequence [[c−, c+]]× [[0, l]] and [[d−, d+]]× [[0, l]] are subsets
of R. Moreover, every constituent rectangular subset of Rint and Rext is either a constituent rectangle
of R, or contains one of [[c−, c+]] × [[0, l]] and [[d−, d+]] × [[0, l]], implying that every rectangular subset
of Rint and Rext has width at least 2m. Together, these verify that Rint and Rext are indeed groups of
rectangles.
The first property follows from the facts that, by Lemma 4.9, 14W (R) ≤ W (Aint) ≤ 34W (R) and
1
4W (R) ≤ W (Aext) ≤ 34W (R), while W (R) ≥ 100m, W (Rint) −W (Aint) = 2m and W (Rext) −
W (Aext) = 2m.
To verify the second property, consider Rext first and label its rectangular subsets Rext1 , ..., RextN(Rext)
(from left to right) with Rextj = [[a
ext
j , b
ext
j ]]. Let i, i + 1 be the indices of the two distinct rectangular
subsets containing Rext \ Aext. As before, R1, ..., RN(R) are the constituent rectangular subsets of R.
Then, for every j ∈ {1, ..., N(Rext) − 1} \ {i}, there is a k ∈ {1, .., N(R) − 1} such that bextj = bk and
aextj+1 = ak+1. Hence, the compatibility of R with ξ guarantees that the interval [[bextj −m,aextj+1 +m]] is
disconnecting for every j 6= i.
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To see that [[bexti −m,aexti+1+m]] is disconnecting, notice that by construction ofRext, [[bexti −m,aexti+1+
m]] = [[c⋆, d⋆]]. Finally, since (c⋆, l), (d⋆, l) were at distance at least m from ∂‖R, the interval [[aext1 +
m, bextN(Rext)−m]]matches the interval [[a1+m, bN(R)−m]], and thus by compatibility ofRwith ξ implies
the former is a disconnecting interval. Altogether these imply the compatibility ofRext with ξ.
Similarly, label the constituent rectangles ofRint as Rint1 , ..., RintN(Rint) and notice that 1 and N(Rint)
are the indices of the two rectangles containingRint\Aint. Every interval of the form [[binti −m,ainti+1+m]]
corresponds (up to change of index) to such an interval for R, so that by compatibility of R with respect
to ξ, these are all disconnecting intervals. The interval [[aint1 + m, b
int
N(Rint)
− m]] is exactly the interval
[[c⋆, d⋆]] given by Lemma 4.9, and therefore this is disconnecting by construction. Together, these imply
the compatibility ofRint with ξ.
4.6 Block dynamics coupling time
Here we consider the block dynamics on R with blocks Rint and Rext as defined in Section 4.5; see also
Figure 3(b). We begin by defining the block dynamics for a group of rectangles.
Definition 4.12. Let R be a group of rectangles with boundary condition ζ . The block dynamics {Xt}
with blocks B = {B1, . . . ,Bk} such that Bi ⊂ R and
⋃k
i=1E(Bi) = E(R) is the discrete-time Markov
chain that at each t, selects i uniformly at random from {1, ..., k} and updates the configuration on E(Bi)
from the stationary distribution conditional on the configurationXt(E
c(Bi)).
FixB = {Rint,Rext} and let gap(Rζ ;B) be the spectral gap of this block dynamics onRwith boundary
condition ζ = (ξ, ωRc), where ξ is a realizable boundary condition on Λn,l and ωRc is a configuration on
Ec(R).
Lemma 4.13. Let ξ be a realizable boundary condition on ∂Λn,l that is free on ∂sΛn,l ∪∂eΛn,l ∪∂wΛn,l and
free on vertices in ∂nΛn,l at distance at mostm from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l. For every q > 1 and p 6= pc(q), there
existsK = K(p, q) ≥ 1 such that for every group of rectanglesR compatible with ξ, and every configuration
ωRc ,
gap(R(ξ,ω(Rc));B) ≥ K−1 .
Proof. We consider the p < pc(q) case first. Let {Xt}, {Yt} be two instances of the block dynamics on R
with boundary condition ζ = (ξ, ωRc) started from initial configurationsX0, Y0. We design a coupling P
for the steps of {Xt} and {Yt} and bound its coupling time. This yields upper bounds for both the mixing
time and the inverse spectral gap of the block dynamics; see Section 2 for a brief overview of the coupling
method. For this, we will show that for any two initial configurationsX0, Y0
P(X2 = Y2) = Ω(1) . (15)
Since this bound will be uniform over X0, Y0, we can make independent attempts at coupling the two
chains every two steps. Hence, there would exist T = O(1) such that
max
X0,Y0
P(XT 6= YT ) ≤ 1
4
,
bounding the coupling time by T = O(1) concluding the proof.
First observe that with probability 1/4 the first block to be updated is Rint and the second is Rext.
Suppose this is the case and let us consider the update on blockRint. Observe thatX1(Rint) is distributed
according to the random-cluster measure πθX on Rint, where θX is the boundary condition induced on
∂Rint by the boundary condition ζ on R and the configuration of X0 in E(R) \ E(Rint). Likewise,
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Figure 4: (a) The block Rint with its subsets Aint, Qw and Qe. (b) The block Rint with the dual-paths
(dotted) of a configuration in Γ. (c) The block Rint with the dual-paths (dotted) of a configuration in
Γnsw ∩ Γwew ∩ Γnse ∩ Γwee ⊂ Γ.
Y1(Rint) has law πθY , with the boundary condition θY defined analogously but considering the configu-
ration of Y0 in E(R) \ E(Rint) instead. Therefore, any coupling for the random-cluster measures πθX ,
πθY yields a coupling for the first steps of {Xt} and {Yt}.
Let θ1 be the boundary condition on ∂Rint induced by ζ and the configuration that is all wired on
E(R) \ E(Rint); let πθ1 be the corresponding random-cluster measure on Rint. Let Qw, Qe ⊂ Rint be
the two rectangles of width m that contain all the vertices in Rint \ Aint; i.e., Qw ∪ Aint ∪ Qe = Rint,
Qw ∩ Aint = ∅ and Qe ∩ Aint = ∅ (see Figure 4(a)). Let ∂E(Qw) be the set edges with one endpoint in
Qw and the other inAint, and similarly define ∂E(Qe).
Let Γw be the set of configurations in Rint that have a dual-path in E(Qw) ∪ ∂E(Qw) connecting
the top-most edge in ∂E(Qw) to an edge in ∂sQw, and similarly define Γe as the set of configurations in
Rint that have a dual-path in E(Qe) ∪ ∂E(Qe) from the top-most edge in ∂E(Qe) to an edge in ∂sQe.
(A dual-path is an open path in the dual configuration.) Let Γ = Γe ∩ Γw; see Figure 4(b). The following
lemma supplies the desired coupling.
Lemma 4.14. Let q > 1 and p < pc(q). There exists a coupling P1 of the distributions π
θX , πθY , πθ1 such
that if (ωθX , ωθY , ωθ1) is sampled from P1, then all of the following hold:
1. P1(ω
θX , ωθY , ωθ1) > 0 only if ωθX ≤ ωθ1 and ωθY ≤ ωθ1 ;
2. P1(ω
θX (Aint) = ωθY (Aint) | ωθ1 ∈ Γ) = 1;
3. There exists a constant ρ = ρ(p, q) > 0 such that P1(ω
θ1 ∈ Γ) ≥ ρ.
Hence, if we use the coupling P1 from Lemma 4.14 to couple the first step of the chains, then X1
and Y1 will agree on E(Aint) with probability at least ρ > 0. If this occurs, then we can easily couple
the update on Rext in the second step so that X2 = Y2, since X1(E(Aint)) = Y1(E(Aint)) implies
X1(E(R) \ E(Rext)) = Y1(E(R) \ E(Rext)), and thus the boundary conditions induced by the two
instances of the chain onRext are identical. As a consequence, we obtain that for anyX0, Y0,
P(X2 = Y2) ≥ρ
4
.
which gives (15) and thus concludes the proof for p < pc(q).
The case when p > pc(q) follows by an analogous dual argument. In this case, the set Γ has o(1)
probability and we therefore replace it by the set Γ∗ = Γ∗e ∩ Γ∗w, where Γ∗w is the set of configurations in
Rint that have an open path in E(Qw) ∪ ∂E(Qw) connecting the top-left corner of Aint (c⋆, l) to ∂sQw;
similarly, Γ∗e is the set of configurations in Rint that have an open path in E(Qe) ∪ ∂E(Qe) connecting
the top-right corner (d⋆, l) of Aint to ∂sQe. Let θ0 be the boundary condition on ∂Rint induced by ζ
and the all-free configuration on E(R) \E(Rint); let πθ0 be the resulting random-cluster distribution on
Rint. The constant bound on the coupling time of the block dynamics would then follow as above from
the following dual analogue of Lemma 4.14.
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Lemma 4.15. Let q > 1 and p > pc(q). There exists a coupling P0 of the distributions π
θX , πθY , πθ0 such
that if (ωθX , ωθY , ωθ0) is sampled from P0, then all of the following hold:
1. P0(ω
θX , ωθY , ωθ0) > 0 only if ωθX ≥ ωθ0 and ωθY ≥ ωθ0 ;
2. P0(ωθX (Aint) = ωθY (Aint) | ωθ0 ∈ Γ∗) = 1;
3. There exists a constant ρ = ρ(p, q) > 0 such that P0(ω
θ0 ∈ Γ∗) ≥ ρ.
We proceed with the proof of the key Lemma 4.14. Parts 1 and 2 of the lemma follow from a fairly
standard coupling technique; see, e.g., [1, 4]. We shall also use this approach later in the proof of Lemma 5.4.
Part 3 will be a consequence of the EDC property (2); see proof of Claim 4.16.
Proof of Lemma 4.14. Let
L = ∂wQw ∪ ∂nQw ∪ ∂eQe ∪ ∂nQe;
note that L ∩ Aint = ∅. For an FK configuration ω onRint let
F (ω) := Rint \
⋃
v∈L
C(v, ω) ,
whereC(v, ω) is the vertex set of the connected component of v in ω, ignoring the boundary connections.
Clearly, πθ1  πθX and πθ1  πθY and thus there exist monotone couplings PX (resp., PY ) for πθX
and πθ1 (resp., πθY and πθ1 ). We use PX and PY to construct the coupling P1 as follows:
1. sample (ωθX , ωθ1) from PX and sample ω
θY from PY ( · | ωθ1 );
2. ifAint ⊆ F (ωθ1), sample ω∆ from πη1∆—where∆ = ∆(ωθ1) is the subgraph induced by F (ωθ1) and
η1 is the boundary condition on ∂F (ω
θ1) induced by θ1 and the configuration of ω
θ1 on E(Rint) \
E(F (ωθ1))—and make ωθ1(F (ωθ1)) = ωθX (F (ωθ1)) = ωθY (F (ωθ1)) = ω∆.
Let P1 be the resulting distribution of (ω
θX , ωθY , ωθ1). After step (i), P1 has the desired marginals. More-
over, we claim that replacing the configuration in F (ωθ1) with ω∆ in step (ii) has no effect on the dis-
tribution, provided Aint ⊆ F (ωθ1). For this, we show that the three boundary conditions η1, ηX , ηY
induced on ∂F (ωθ1) by the configurations of ωθX , ωθY , ωθ1 on E(Rint) \ E(F (ωθ1)), respectively, and
the corresponding boundary conditions θX , θY , θ1 are all the same.
First, observe that the boundary condition on ∂sAint is, in all three cases, free by assumption. Also,
from the definition of F (ωθ1) it follows that every edge of E(Rint) \ E(F (ωθ1)) incident to ∂F (ωθ1)
is closed in ωθ1 ; hence the same holds for ωθX and ωθY . The remaining portion of ∂F (ωθ1) is precisely
the set of vertices (∂Aint ∩ ∂R) \ ∂sR. To show that η1, ηX , ηY also agree on (∂Aint ∩ ∂R) \ ∂sR we
use the fact that top-left and top-right corners of Aint correspond to the endpoints of the disconnecting
interval [[c⋆, d⋆]]. Indeed, for the boundary conditions η1, ηX , ηY to disagree on (∂Aint ∩ ∂R) \ ∂sR it
must be the case that there are at least two distinct connected components of ζ = (ξ, ωRc) connecting
(∂Aint ∩ ∂R) \ ∂sR and ∂R \ ∂Aint. Since (c⋆, l), (d⋆, l) /∈ ∂‖R and ξ is free on ∂sR, this would
require at least two distinct connected components of ξ connecting vertices in [[c⋆, d⋆]]×{l} to vertices in
[[c⋆, d⋆]]
c×{l}. However, when [[c⋆, d⋆]] is a disconnecting interval of free-type, there are no such connected
components, and when it is disconnecting of wired-type, the planarity of realizable boundary conditions
implies that there can be at most one such connected component, which is exactly the component of ξ
containing both (c⋆, l) and (d⋆, l).
Altogether, these together imply that whenAint ⊆ F (ωθ1), the three boundary conditions η1, ηX , ηY
induced on ∂F (ωθ1) are the same. The domain Markov property of random-cluster measures (see, e.g., [21])
then guarantees that replacing the configuration in F (ωθ1) with ω∆ had no effect on the distributions.
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Finally, note that if ωθ1 ∈ Γ, then the vertices in the boundary components of L, i.e.,⋃v∈L C(v, ωθ1),
will be confined to Qw ∪ Qe, in which case Aint ⊆ F (ωθ1). This establishes parts 1 and 2, and part 3
follows directly from the following claim, which will conclude the proof.
Claim 4.16. Let q > 1 and p < pc(q). There exists ρ = ρ(p, q) > 0 such that π
θ1(Γ) ≥ ρ.
Proof. Let Γnsw (resp., Γ
ns
e ) be the set of configurations on Rint such that there is dual-path from ∂nQw
to ∂sQw (resp., from ∂nQe to ∂sQe) in E(Qw) ∪ ∂E(Qw) (resp., E(Qe) ∪ ∂E(Qe)). Also, let Γwew (resp.,
Γwee ) be the set of configurations on Rint such that there is dual-path in E(Qw) ∪ ∂E(Qw) (resp., in
E(Qe) ∪ ∂E(Qe)) between the left-most edge in ∂nQw (resp., the right-most edge in ∂nQe) and the top-
most edge of ∂E(Qw) (resp., ∂E(Qe)); see Figure 4(c). Note that Γ
ns
w ∩ Γwew ∩ Γnse ∩ Γwee ⊂ Γ.
The width of Qw ism = C⋆ log l. Hence, the EDC property (2) implies that when C⋆ is large enough
there exists a constant ρ0 = ρ0(p, q) > 0 such that π
θ1(Γnsw ) ≥ ρ0 and similarly for Γnse . The EDC
property (2) also implies that πθ1(Γwew ) ≥ ρ1 and πθ1(Γwee ) ≥ ρ1, for a suitable ρ1 = ρ1(p, q) > 0. We
justify this as follows. By the EDC property (2), there exists some constant D such that with probability
Ω(1), no pair of vertices whose distance is at least D, one of which is in ∂nQw \ ∂wQw and the other in
∂eQw ∪ ∂sQw ∪ ∂eQw, will be connected in Qw. At the same time, with probability Ω(1), we can force
O(D) edges bordering those pairs of vertices that are distance less than D to be closed so that no pair of
vertices that are closer thanD are connected inQw either. The analogous reasoning holds for Γ
we
e andQe.
Since each of the events Γnsw ,Γ
we
w ,Γ
ns
e ,Γ
we
e are decreasing events, by the FKG inequality (see, e.g., [21]) we
get
πθ1(Γ) ≥ πθ1(Γnsw ∩ Γwew ∩ Γnse ∩ Γwee ) ≥ πθ1(Γnsw )πθ1(Γwew )πθ1(Γnse )πθ1(Γwee ) ≥ ρ20ρ21,
and thus we can take ρ = ρ20ρ
2
1 to have the desired estimate.
Proof of Lemma 4.15. The proof of Lemma 4.14 carries to Lemma 4.15 with certain natural modifications
we describe next. As before, we let L = ∂wQw ∪ ∂nQw ∪ ∂eQe ∪ ∂nQe and let (L∗, E(L∗)) be the
dual-graph induced by the set of dual-edges intersecting E(L) in (Z2)∗; its vertex set consists of exactly
2E(L) − 1 vertices, and we refer to those outside of Rint as ∂extL∗. Similarly, let (R∗int, E(R∗int)) and
(A∗int, E(A∗int)) be the dual-graphs induced by the dual-edges intersectingE(Rint) andE(Aint) in (Z2)∗
respectively.
For an FK configuration ω on E(Rint) we define a dual version of F (ω) as
F ∗(ω) := R∗int \
⋃
v∗∈∂extL∗
C∗(v∗, ω) ,
where C∗(v∗, ω) is the dual-vertex set of the connected component of v∗ in the dual-configuration ω∗
(ignoring the boundary connections).
Using monotone couplings for πθ0 and πθX , and for πθ0 and πθY , we can define P0 analogously to
P1 with the configuration on E(F
∗(ωθ0)) being resampled whenever A∗int ⊆ F ∗(ωθ0). Observe that
updating the dual configuration on E(F ∗(ωθ0)) is equivalent to updating the primal edges intersecting
E(F ∗(ωθ0)). The fact that resampling the configuration in E(F ∗(ωθ0)) has no effect on the distribution
whenA∗int ⊆ F ∗(ωθ0) follows in similar fashion to the proof of Lemma 4.14. Indeed, from the definition of
F ∗(ωθ0), whenA∗int ⊆ F ∗(ωθ0) there is a primal connection between (c⋆, l) and ∂sQw inE(Qw)∪∂E(Qw)
together with a primal connection between (d⋆, l) and ∂sQe in E(Qe)∪ ∂E(Qe), so that A∗int ⊆ F ∗(ωθ0)
implies the event Γ∗. Together with the fact that [[c⋆, d⋆]] is a disconnecting interval and the assumptions
that ξ is free on ∂sAint and (c⋆, l), (d⋆, l) /∈ ∂‖R, this ensures that the three induced boundary conditions
on E(F ∗(ωθ0)) coincide.
Finally, part 3 of the lemma follows by an analogous argument to that in Claim 4.16, only replacing
the EDC property by the matching exponential decay of dual-connectivities when p > pc(q).
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4.7 Proof of Theorem 4.1
In this section, we put together the results from Sections 4.3–4.6 to prove Theorem 4.1. We first remind the
reader of the following standard inequality concerning the spectral gaps of the FK and block dynamics.
Theorem 4.17 ([26, Proposition 3.4]). Consider the FK-dynamics on a group of rectanglesR with boundary
condition ζ . Let gap(Rζ) and gap(Rζ ;B), respectively, be the spectral gaps of the FK-dynamics onR and of
the block dynamics with blocks B = {B1, . . . ,Bk} such that Bi ⊂ R and
⋃k
i=1E(Bi) = E(R). For every
p, q there exists γ = γ(p, q) ∈ (0, 1) such that
gap(Rζ) ≥ γ · ( max
e∈E(R)
#{i : E(Bi) ∋ e})−1 · gap(Rζ ;B) · min
i=1,...,k
η∈Ω(Bci )
gap(B(ζ,η)i ) ,
where Ω(Bci ) denotes the set of FK configurations on E(R) \E(Bi).
The proposition in [26] is written in the spin system setting, but the proof follows mutatis mutandis for
the random-cluster model and its proof is thus omitted. Also, we note that this theorem holds in more
generality for arbitrary graphs with arbitrary boundary conditions, but for clarity we choose to state it
here for groups of rectangles.
The final ingredient is the following spectral gap bound for the base case in our recursive proof.
Lemma 4.18. Consider a group of rectangles R0 ⊂ Λn,l with W (R0) ≤ 100m. For every q > 1 and
p 6= pc(q), there exists κ = κ(p, q) > 0 such that for every boundary condition ζ onR0,
gap(Rζ0) ≥
1
l(log l)2 · qκl .
Proof. Note that |∂R0| = O(m+ l). Hence, we can first modify the boundary conditions to be all free on
all of ∂R0, incurring a cost of a qO(l) factor in the spectral gap by Lemma 2.3; recall that m = O(log l).
Then we can use the fast mixing result of [4], for instance, to bound the mixing time on R0 with free
boundary condition by O(l(log l)2). This translates into a lower bound for the spectral gap and the result
follows.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fix q > 1, p 6= pc(q) and Λn,l with a realizable boundary condition ξ′ that is free on
∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l. By Lemma 2.3, we may modify ξ′ to a boundary condition ξ that is also free on
all vertices a distance at most m = C⋆ log l from ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l at a cost of an exponential in m factor
in the mixing time of the FK-dynamics. Let ξ be the resulting realizable boundary condition.
We wish to prove, by induction, that for every 100m ≤ s ≤ n, every group of rectangles Rs ⊂ Λn,l
that is compatible with ξ and hasW (Rs) = s satisfies
gap
(
R(ξ,ωRcs)s
)
≥ 1
l(log l)2qκl · blog s (16)
for some b = b(p, q) > 0 to be chosen, uniformly over all configurationsωRcs onE
c(Rs). Eq. (16) concludes
the proof since Λn,l is a group of rectangles withW (Λn,l) = n and is compatible with ξ.
The base case of this induction was shown in Lemma 4.18. Now suppose inductively that this holds for
all 1 ≤ k ≤ s − 1 for some s ≤ n; we show that it also holds for s. Fix any Rs that is compatible with ξ,
and any configuration ωRcs . Then, if we let Rint = Rint(Rs) and Rext = Rext(Rs) be the blocks given
by Definition 4.10 and Bs the block-dynamics with respect to these blocks, by Theorem 4.17
gap
(
R(ξ,ωRcs)s
)
≥ γ
2
· gap
(
R(ξ,ωRcs)s ;Bs
)
· min
i∈{int,ext}
min
ωRc
i
gap
(
R(ξ,ωRci )i
)
≥ γ
2K
· min
i∈{int,ext}
min
ωRc
i
gap
(
R(ξ,ωRci )i
)
,
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Figure 5: (a) The subsets Cne, Cnw, Cse, and Csw. (b) The subsets Rn, Re, Rw and Rs. (c) B(e, r) for two
edges e of Λn.
where the second inequality follows from Lemma 4.13. By Proposition 4.11,max{W (Rint),W (Rext)} ≤
4
5s, and we can apply the inductive hypothesis to bound the second term on the right-hand side above.
Combined with Lemma 4.18, we see that the choice of b = (2γ−1K)
1
log(5/4) ensures that (16) holds also for
Rs. (Note that 2γ−1K ≥ 1.)
This establishes the result for the case when the boundary condition is free on ∂eΛn,l∪∂sΛn,l∪∂wΛn,l.
As noted earlier (see Remark 2), this implies by duality the same bound for the class of realizable boundary
conditions ξ that are wired on ∂eΛn,l ∪ ∂sΛn,l ∪ ∂wΛn,l for all p 6= pc(q).
5 Polynomial mixing time for realizable boundary conditions
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. This theorem is proved for p < pc(q) using the technology intro-
duced in Section 3; namely, we construct a collection of subsetsB for which we can establish LM andMSM;
see Definitions 3.1–3.2. To establish LM we crucially use Theorem 4.1. The results for p > pc(q) follow
from the self-duality of the model and of realizable boundary conditions, as explained in Section 2.1.
For general realizable boundary conditions, proving LM for a collection of subsets B for which MSM
holds is the main challenge. This is because, for MSM to hold for a collection B for all realizable boundary
conditions, a subset in B needs to contain Ω(n) edges. In particular, some element of B must include most
(or all) edges near ∂Λn, as otherwise it is straightforward to construct examples of realizable boundary
conditions for which MSM does not hold. Thus, a trivial (exponential in the perimeter) upper bound for
the mixing time on those subsets with Ω(n) edges would be unhelpful and we use Theorem 4.1.
We now define the collection of blocks for which we can establish both LM and MSM. Let r ∈ N and
let Cne, Cnw, Cse, Csw ⊂ Λn be the four square boxes of side length 5r with a corner that coincides with
a corner of Λn; see Figure 5(a). Let Rn ⊂ Λn be the (n − 6r) × 2r rectangle at distance 3r from both
∂wΛn and ∂eΛn whose top boundary is contained in ∂nΛn and letRe, Rw, Rs be defined analogously; see
Figure 5(b). Let R = Rn ∪ Re ∪ Rw ∪ Rs. Now, for e ∈ E(Λn), let B(e, r) ⊂ Λn be the set of vertices
in the minimal square box around e such that d({e},Λn \ B(e, r)) ≥ r. Note that if d({e}, ∂Λn) > r,
then B(e, r) is just a square box of side length 2r+ 1 centered at e; otherwiseB(e, r) intersects ∂Λn; see
Figure 5(c). Finally, let
Br = {Cne, Cnw, Cse, Csw, R} ∪ {B(e, r) : e ∈ E(Λn), d({e}, ∂Λn) > r}. (17)
We claim that LM holds for Br with r = Θ(log n) and T = O(nC) for some constant C > 0.
Theorem 5.1. Let q ≥ 1, p < pc(q) and r = c0 log n with c0 > 0 independent of n. There exists a constant
C > 0 such that LM holds for every realizable boundary condition ξ and Br with T = O(nC).
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The subsetsB(e, r) in Br and the corner boxesCne,Cnw, Cse andCsw are small enough that crude bounds
for their mixing times are sufficient. As mentioned earlier, the main challenge for proving local mixing
for Br is to derive a mixing time bound for R = Rn ∪ Re ∪ Rw ∪ Rs as it intersects the boundary of
Λn and contains Ω(n) vertices. To establish such a bound we rely on Theorem 4.1. In particular, we
relate the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on R to that of the FK-dynamics on a single thin rectangle
by concatenating the four rectangles constituting R, one after another, such that the union of their outer
boundaries make up the northern boundary of the new rectangle.
The final ingredient of the proof is establishing MSM for the collection Br . We show that MSM holds
for Br with r = Θ(log n) for all realizable boundary conditions ξ where the vertices in ∂Λn at distance
5r from the corners of Λn are free in ξ. This is sufficient since any realizable boundary condition can be
turned into a realizable boundary condition with this property by simply removing all connections in ξ
involving vertices near the corners ofΛn; this modification can change themixing time of the FK-dynamics
by a factor of at most exp(O(r)); see Lemma 2.3. Theorem 1.1 then follows from Theorems 5.1, 5.2 and 3.3.
Theorem 5.2. Let q ≥ 1, p < pc(q) and r = c0 log n with c0 > 0 independent of n. Let ξ be a realizable
boundary condition with the property that every vertex v ∈ ∂Λn at distance at most 5r from a corner of Λn
is free in ξ. Then, for all sufficiently large c0 > 0, MSM holds for ξ and Br with δ < 1/(12|E(Λn)|).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 1.1 using the above.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. As mentioned earlier, by duality of the dynamics and self-duality of the class of re-
alizable boundary conditions, it suffices to prove the theorem for p < pc(q). Let P be the set of realizable
boundary conditions of Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)). For η ∈ P , let (η1, η2, . . . , ηk) denote the partition of ∂Λn
corresponding to η, and let η(ℓ) be the boundary condition obtained as follows: for each v ∈ ∂Λn, if
v ∈ ηi and v is at distance at most ℓ from a corner of Λn, remove v from ηi and add it as a singleton to the
partition. Let Pℓ be the set of all boundary conditions obtained in this manner.
Consider Λn with arbitrary realizable boundary conditions ξ ∈ P . By Lemma 2.3, we see that there
exists C > 0 such that for every ξ ∈ P , we have
tmix(Λ
ξ
n) ≤ Cq8Cℓ · n2 · tmix(Λξ(ℓ)n ) .
It therefore suffices to prove the mixing time estimate uniformly over all modified boundary conditions
η ∈ Pℓ for ℓ = 5r and r = c0(log n)with c0 taken to be sufficiently large, as q8Cℓwould only be polynomial
in n. By Theorem 5.2, for c0 large enough, uniformly over all such boundary conditions we have moderate
spatial mixing with respect to Br and η ∈ Pℓ with δ < 1/(12|E(Λn)|). Theorem 5.1 implies that LM holds
for Br and η ∈ Pℓ with T = O(nc) where c > 0 constant. The result then follows from Theorem 3.3.
Remark 7. We note that Theorem 1.1 also holds for the FK-dynamics on rectangles Λn,l ⊂ Z2 with ℓ ≤ n,
provided these rectangles are not too thin. For example, when l = Ω((log n)2), our proofs would yield
that the mixing time of the FK-dynamics is polynomial in n.
5.1 Local mixing for realizable boundary conditions
In this subsection, we prove Theorem 5.1. As mentioned earlier, this theoremmay be viewed as a corollary
of Theorem 4.1, which bounds the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on thin rectangles.
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let r = c0 log n. We wish to show that each of the subsets in Br has mixing time
O(nc) under the boundary conditions (1, ξ) and (0, ξ). We begin by bounding the mixing time on the
square boxesCne,Cnw, Cse,Csw andB(e, r) of Br. Since these have side lengthO(log n), a crude estimate
on the mixing time is sufficient. For instance, by Lemma 2.3, at a cost of exp(O(r)) = nO(1) factor,
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we can compare the mixing time in these boxes with boundary condition either (1, ξ) or (0, ξ) to the
mixing time on equally sized boxes with free boundary conditions. In this setting, an upper bound of
O((log n)2 log log n) is known [4], and thus we obtain an nO(1) bound for their mixing times.
It remains to bound the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on the set R = Rn ∪Re ∪Rw ∪Rs. For this,
we use Theorem 4.1. We argue that the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on R is roughly equal to that of
the FK-dynamics on a [4(n − 6r) − 3] × 2r rectangle Q with a suitably chosen boundary condition. We
proceed to construct the rectangle Q and a boundary condition ξ′ whose vertices, edges and wirings are
identified with those of R and (1, ξ). The case of R and (0, ξ) is handled later in similar fashion.
We introduce some notation first. For a rectangle S, let Sα denote the rectangle that results from a
clockwise rotation of S by an angle of amplitude α. Also, if S1, . . . , Sk are rectangles of the same height,
let [S1, . . . , Sk] denote the rectangle obtained by identifying the vertices in ∂eSi with those in ∂wSi+1 for
all i = 1, . . . , k − 1. When identifying the vertices, the double edges are removed. We take
Q =
[
R
π/2
w , Rn, R
−π/2
e , R
−π
s
]
.
Observe that every vertex of Q, except those where the boundary overlaps occur, correspond to exactly
one vertex inR; vertices in the overlaps correspond to exactly two vertices in R. Conversely, every vertex
inR corresponds to exactly one vertex ofQ. The edges ofQ andR are identified using this correspondence
between the vertices. Observe also that ∂nQ = ∂R∩∂Λn. We construct the boundary condition ξ′ ofQ as
follows. If u, v ∈ ∂R ∩ ∂Λn are wired in ξ, the corresponding vertices are also wired in ξ′. The boundary
condition ξ′ is also wired along ∂wQ ∪ ∂nQ ∪ ∂eQ.
Claim 5.3. The boundary condition ξ′ of Q is realizable. In particular, ξ′ can be realized by an FK configu-
ration in the half plane of Z2 containing only vertices north of ∂nQ, and a wiring of ∂eQ ∪ ∂sQ ∪ ∂wQ.
Finally, to completely capture the effect of the boundary condition (1, ξ) on R, each of the three
columns in Q that corresponds to overlaps of columns from R, are externally wired.
Now, by Theorem 4.1 and Lemma 2.3, we have
gap(Qξ
′
) = n−O(1) .
We claim next that the FK-dynamics on R with boundary condition (1, ξ) has roughly the same gap as the
FK-dynamics on Q with boundary condition ξ′. To see this, we add a double edge to each edge of Q that
corresponds to two edges inR. With this modification, there is now a one-to-one correspondence between
the FK configurations in R and Q. Also, adding these edges has almost no effect on the mixing time of
the FK-dynamics in Q, as their endpoints are wired, and so they only need to be updated once to mix.
Moreover, by construction, the boundary condition ξ′ for Q together with the wiring of the overlapping
columns in Q encode exactly the same connectivities as the boundary condition (1, ξ) for R. Hence, for
every pair of FK configurations onQ, the FK-dynamics has the same transition probability as FK-dynamics
on R between the corresponding configurations. Consequently, we can conclude that
gap(R(1,ξ)) = n−O(1) .
Finally, for the case of the FK-dynamics onRwith boundary condition (0, ξ)we can simply wire ∂wRn
to ∂nRw, ∂sRw to ∂wRs, ∂eRs to ∂sRe and ∂nRe to ∂eRn, which only incur a penalty of n
O(1) by Lemma 2.3
and proceed as in the previous case.
Proof of Claim 5.3. First note that ∂nQ corresponds to ∂R∩∂Λn. Let ω be an FK configuration on Z2 \Λn
that realizes ξ. A path from u ∈ ∂R ∩ ∂Λn to v ∈ ∂R ∩ ∂Λn in ω splits ∂R ∩ ∂Λn into two parts R1 and
R2, one containing all the vertices from u to v in ∂R∩∂Λn clockwise and the other all the vertices from u
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to v in ∂R ∩ ∂Λn counterclockwise. The planarity of Z2 implies that any other boundary component will
be either completely contained inR1 orR2. From this property, it follows that if v1, v2 ∈ ∂nQ are wired in
ξ′, then [[v1, v2]] is a disconnecting interval. This implies that the connectivities of ξ
′ in ∂nQ can be realized
by a configuration on the half plane of Z2 that contains all the vertices north of ∂nQ. For example, every
component C = {c0, . . . , ck} of ξ, with ci to the left of ci+1, can be realized by the gadget consisting k
paths of length hC starting at c0, . . . , ck and going north, together with one path parallel to ∂nQ that joins
the endpoints of all of these path. Since [[ci, ci+1]] is a disconnecting interval for all i and C , we can choose
hC for each C so that the resulting configuration is a valid configuration in the half plane.
5.2 Moderate spatial mixing for realizable boundary conditions
In this section we prove Theorem 5.2. We reduce the moderate spatial mixing condition (6) to bounding the
probability of certain connectivities in an FK configuration. Specifically, if e ∈ S ⊂ Λn, the configuration
on Ec(S) affects the state of e when there are paths from e to the boundary of S; the probability of such
paths is maximized when we assume an all wired configuration on Ec(S). Recall that for S ⊂ Λn, we let
Sc = Λn \ S, and we use Ec(S) = E(Λn) \ E(S).
Lemma 5.4. Consider the FK model onΛn with arbitrary boundary condition ξ on ∂Λn. For any e ∈ E(Λn),
any S ⊂ Λn such that e ∈ E(S), and any pair of configurations ω1, ω2 on Ec(S):∣∣∣πξΛn( e = 1 | Ec(S) = ω1 )− πξΛn( e = 1 | Ec(S) = ω2 )
∣∣∣ ≤ πξΛn
(
{e} ξ←→ ∂S \ ∂Λn | Ec(S) = 1
)
,
where {e} ξ←→ ∂S denotes the event that there is a path from e to ∂S taking into account the connections
induced by ξ.
In the proof of Theorem 5.2 we use this lemma; its proof via machinery from [1] will be straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 5.2. We need to show that as long as c0 is large enough, for every e ∈ E(Λn) there exists
Be ∈ Br such that (6) holds for some δ < 1/(12|E(Λn)|). For each e ∈ E(Λn) the subset Be is chosen as
follows:
1. If d({e}, ∂Λn) > r, then Be = B(e, r);
2. Otherwise, if e ∈ R and d({e}, ∂R \ ∂Λ) ≥ r, then Be = R;
3. Otherwise, e ∈ Ci for some i ∈ {ne,nw, sw, se}, and we take Be = Ci.
By Lemma 5.4, for every e ∈ E(Λn),∣∣∣πξΛn( e = 1 | Ec(Be) = 1 )− πξΛn( e = 1 | Ec(Be) = 1 )
∣∣∣ ≤ πξΛn
(
e
ξ←→ ∂Be \ ∂Λn | Ec(Be) = 1
)
.
In all three cases above, by construction d({e}, ∂Be\∂Λn) ≥ r. This together with the fact that all vertices
of ∂Λn within distance 5r from the corners have no connections in ξ, implies that for e to be connected to
∂Be \ ∂Λn a path of open edges reaching a distance at least r is required in the configuration on Be. The
EDC property (see (2)) implies that for c0 large enough
πξΛn
(
{e} η←→ ∂Be | Ec(Be) = 1
)
≤ 1
12|E(Λn)| ,
and the result follows.
We conclude this section with the proof of Lemma 5.4.
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Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let (1, ξ) be the boundary condition induced on S by ξ and the event {Ec(S) = 1}.
Similarly, let θ1 (resp., θ2) be the boundary condition induced on S by configurations ω1 (resp., ω2) on
Ec(S) and ξ. For ease of notation set πθ1 = πξΛn(· | Ec(S) = ω1), πθ2 = π
ξ
Λn
(· | Ec(S) = ω2) and
π(1,ξ) = πξΛn(· | Ec(S) = 1). For an FK configuration ω on S let
Γ(1,ξ)(ω) := S \
⋃
v∈∂S\∂Λn
C(v, ω) ,
where C(v, ω) is the set of vertices in the connected component of v in ω, taking into account the con-
nectivities induced by (1, ξ). In words, Γ(1,ξ)(ω) is the set of vertices of S not connected to ∂S \ ∂Λn in ω
using possibly the boundary connections.
We claim that there exists a coupling P of the distributions πθ1 , πθ2 and π(1,ξ) such that P(ω1, ω2, ω) >
0 only if ω1 ≤ ω and ω2 ≤ ω on E(S) and ω1, ω2 agree on all edges with both endpoints in Γ(1,ξ)(ω).
Given this coupling P, we have
|πξΛn( e = 1 | Ec(S) = ω1 )− π
ξ
Λn
( e = 1 | Ec(S) = ω2 )| ≤ P(ω1(e) 6= ω2(e) )
≤ P
(
e /∈ E(Γ(1,ξ)(ω))
)
= πξΛn
(
e
ξ←→ ∂S \ ∂Λn | Ec(S) = 1
)
,
as claimed. The construction of the coupling P is standard and is thus ommitted; see, e.g., [1, 4] and the
proof Lemma 4.14 for similar constructions.
6 Near optimal mixing for typical boundary conditions
In this sectionwe provide the proof of Theorem 1.4, where we establish a sharper O˜(n2)mixing time upper
bound for the FK-dynamics on Λn = (Λn, E(Λn)) for the class of boundary conditions we call typical.
Definition 6.1. Let ω be a random-cluster configuration on Z2, and let ξω be the boundary condition on
∂Λn induced by the edges of ω inE(Z
2)\E(Λn). Suppose ω is sampled from πZ2,p,q. A set C of realizable
boundary conditions for Λn is called typical (with respect to (p, q)) if ξω ∈ C with probability 1− o(1).
Recall fromDefinition 1.2 the classes of boundary conditions Cα and C⋆α, consisting of realizable bound-
ary conditions whose distinct boundary components consist only of vertices at most distance α log n apart
in ∂Λn. The following is a straightforward consequence of the EDC property (2) when p < pc(q).
Lemma 6.2. For every q ≥ 1 and p < pc(q), the class of boundary conditions Cα is typical with respect to
(p, q) for sufficiently large α > 0. Similarly, for every q ≥ 1 and p > pc(q), the class C⋆α is typical with
respect to (p, q) for sufficiently large α > 0.
Proof. By planar duality (namely the duality of the sets of boundary conditions Cα and C⋆α, it suffices to
prove the case p < pc(q)). For any u, v ∈ Z2, by the EDC property (2), we have that for q ≥ 1 and
p < pc(q) there exists c = c(p, q) > 0 such that πZ2(u ↔ v) ≤ e−cd(u,v) . Let u, v ∈ ∂Λn and suppose
d(u, v) ≥ α log n. Then, there exists some C(p, q) > 0 such that for sufficiently large α > 0,
πZ2\Λn(u
Z2\Λn←→ v) = πZ2(u
Z2\Λn←→ v) ≤ πZ2(u↔ v) ≤ Ce−cα logn ≤
1
n3
,
where recall that u
Z2\Λn←→ v denotes the event that there exists a path from u to v inZ2\Λn. A union bound
over all pairs of vertices in ∂Λn implies that if ω is sampled from πZ2 and ξω is the resulting boundary
condition on ∂Λn, then ξω ∈ Cα with probability 1− o(1) and thus Cα is typical.
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e∂Λ
B(e, r
′
)
B(e, r)
· · · · ·

Figure 6: If r = Θ((log n)2) and r′ = Θ(log n), influence from outside ofB(e, r′)may be easily propagated
to e through long boundary connections inB(e, r′); but to propagate influence from the exterior ofB(e, r),
Ω(log n) of them would have to be connected in Λn.
Remark 8. As mentioned in the introduction, one may also be interested in the following notion of typi-
cality, which sometimes comes up in recursive mixing time upper bounds. Let q ≥ 1 and p < pc(q) (resp.,
p > pc(q)) and consider a random-cluster sample from π
ζ
R2n,p,q
, where R2n is the concentric box of side
length 2n containing Λn with arbitrary boundary condition ζ . One could easily show that the boundary
condition induced by the configuration on R2n \ Λn is in Cα (resp., C⋆α) with probability 1 − o(1). This
follows by coupling this measure to the infinite-volume measure using the fact that Cα is a decreasing
event, and finding a dual circuit in the annulus R2n \ Λn (which exists with probability 1−O(e−Ω(n))).
We now show that when p < pc(q), the mixing time on Λn with boundary condition ξ ∈ Cα satisfies
tmix(Λ
ξ
n) = O
(
n2(log n)C
)
,
where C = C(p, q, α) > 0 is a constant independent of n and ξ. In particular, we prove Theorem 1.4 from
the introduction in the regime p < pc(q) and ξ ∈ Cα and this translates to a matching bound at p > pc(q)
and ξ ∈ C⋆α by duality. To prove this theorem we again use the general framework from Theorem 3.3.
Namely, we construct a collection of subsets of Λn for which we can establish MSM and LM; see Defini-
tions 3.1 and 3.2. The fact that ξ ∈ Cα will allow us to proveMSMwith respect toΘ((log n)2)×Θ((log n)2)
rectangles along the boundary, and Theorem 1.1 will provide the LM estimate on these rectangles.
Consider the collection Br = {B(e, r) : e ∈ E(Λn)}. Recall that for r ≥ 0 and e ∈ E(Λn), we set
B(e, r) ⊂ Λn to be the set of vertices in theminimal square box around e such that d({e},Λn\B(e, r)) ≥ r;
see Figure 5(c). We first show that MSM holds for Br and ξ ∈ Cα when r = Θ((log n)2) and δ < n−3.
Lemma 6.3. Let q ≥ 1, p < pc(q), α > 0, η ∈ Cα, r = c0(log n)2 and B = {B(e, r) : e ∈ E(Λn)}. For
large enough c0 > 0, MSM holds for η, B for some δ < n−3.
For this lemma, it is crucial that r = Θ((log n)2), as MSM does not hold for typical boundary conditions
for Br when, for example, r = Θ(log n). This is because in a typical configuration ω on Z2 \ Λn it is
likely that there exist pairs of vertices of ∂Λn at distance γ log n, for a suitably small constant γ > 0, that
are connected in ω. Thus, for some e ∈ E(Λn) close to ∂Λn, it is possible for the configuration outside
of B(e, r) to exert a strong influence on the state of e when r = γ′ log n with constant γ′ > 0, even if
γ′ ≫ γ; the presence of a constant number of open edges on (or near) ∂Λn would propagate the influence
from Λn \ B(e, r) to e. Taking r = Ω((log n)2) avoids this issue, since, roughly speaking, Ω(log n) open
edges at specific points in ∂Λn would now be required to propagate the influence from Λn \B(e, r) to e;
see Figure 6(b). The proof of Lemma 6.3 is provided in Section 6.1.
The final ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.4 is a LM estimate for Br with r = Θ((log n)2). Such
an estimate is readily provided by Theorem 1.1, with mixing time that is poly-logarithmic in n.
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Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let α > 0 be sufficiently large and let η ∈ Cα. By Lemma 6.3, MSM holds for η
and Br with r = Θ((log n)2) for some δ < n−3. Observe also that every B(e, r) ∈ Br with boundary
condition (1, η) or (0, η) is a rectangle of side–length at most r = O((log n)2) with a realizable boundary
condition. Then by Theorem 1.1 (see also Remark 7), for every e ∈ E(Λn) we have
max{tmix(B(e, r)0,η), tmix(B(e, r)1,η)} ≤ (log n)C ,
for a suitable C > 0, yielding the desired LM estimate. The result then follows from Theorem 3.3.
6.1 Moderate spatial mixing for Cα
We now prove Lemma 6.3. The proof involves showing that if ξ ∈ Cα, when p < pc(q), the correlation
between edges e, e′ ∈ E(Λn) near the boundary decays exponentially in d(e, e′)/(α log n)—whereas SSM
would entail a decay rate that is exponential in just d(e, e′).
Proof of Lemma 6.3. Fix an edge e ∈ E(Λn) and for ease of notation let B = B(e, r) ⊂ Λn and πη =
πηΛn,p,q. Let (1, η) be the boundary condition induced on B by η and the event {Ec(B) = 1}.
Lemma 5.4 implies that for every pair of configurations ω1, ω2 on E
c(B),
|πη( e = 1 | Ec(B) = ω1 )− πη( e = 1 | Ec(B) = ω2 )| ≤ π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂B \ ∂Λn
)
, (18)
where {e} η←→ ∂B \ ∂Λn denotes the event that there is a path from e to ∂B \ ∂Λn taking into account
the connections induced by η. Thus, it is sufficient to bound the right-hand-side of (18).
There are three cases corresponding to the location of e in Λn. First, if d({e}, ∂Λn) > r, then B ∩
∂Λn = ∅ and (1, η) is just the wired boundary condition on B. In this case the right-hand-side of (18) is
at most n−3 by the EDC property; see (2).
The second and third cases correspond to whether B intersects one or two sides of ∂Λn. For the
second case, assume without loss of generality that B intersects ∂nΛn but not ∂wΛn or ∂eΛn. That is,
d({e}, ∂nΛn) ≤ r, but {e} is at distance at least r from ∂wΛn and ∂eΛn. Let ∂wB, ∂sB, ∂eB be the west,
south and east boundaries of B, all of which are wired in ω. By a union bound
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂B \ ∂Λn
)
≤ π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂wB
)
+π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂eB
)
+π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂sB
)
,
where {e} η←→ ∂wB denotes the event that there is a path from e to ∂wB in B, taking into account
those connections inherited from η (and ignoring the connections induced by the wired configuration on
Ec(B)). Define {e} η←→ ∂eB and {e} η←→ ∂sB similarly.
The event {e} η←→ ∂sB implies that there exists a path of length at least r, either from {e} or from
∂Λn to ∂sB. Therefore, the EDC property ((2)) implies that for large enough n,
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂sB
)
≤ 1
3n3
.
We bound next π(1,η)({e} η←→ ∂wB). Let η0, . . . , ηd be the boundary components of η. Since η is
realizable, the planarity of Z2 implies that for every i, j ∈ {0, . . . , d} there are only three possibilities:
L(ηi) ∩ L(ηj) = ∅, L(ηi) ⊂ L(ηj) or L(ηj) ⊂ L(ηi). (Recall that L(ηi) ⊂ ∂Λn is the path of minimum
length that contains all the vertices in ηi.) Call ηi a maximal boundary component if ∄j ∈ {0, . . . , d} such
that L(ηi) ⊂ L(ηj). The set of all maximal boundary components defines a partition for ∂Λn. Since also
η ∈ Cα, we deduce that there exists a sequence of edges e0 = {u0, v0}, e1, . . . , ek = {uk, vk} in B ∩ ∂Λn
such that 1) (γ+α) log n ≥ d({ei}, {ei+1}) ≥ γ log n for all i = 0, . . . , k− 1, where γ is a large constant
we choose later and k ≥ c02(γ+α) log n, and 2) the set Si = [[vi, ui+1]] ⊂ B∩∂Λn is a disconnecting interval.
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Let Ei be the event that Si is connected to Si+1 by a path of open edges in B. Let et be the closest
edge in the sequence e0, e1, . . . , ek to e and let Eˆt = ∩ti=0Ei. Since d({e}, ∂wB) ≥ r, we also have
t ≥ c08(γ+α) log n. Then,
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂wB
)
≤ π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂wB | Eˆct
)
+ π(1,η)
(
Eˆt
)
. (19)
If the event Eˆct occurs, then there exists i < t such that Si is not connected to Si+1 in B. This implies that
there is a dual-path of length at least γ log n separating Si from Si+1. Consequently, a path from e to ∂wB
would require two vertices at distance at least γ log n to be connected by a path of open edges in B. By
the EDC property and a union bound, this has probability at most 1/(9n3) for large enough γ. Thus,
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂wB | Eˆct
)
≤ 1
9n3
. (20)
We bound next π(1,η)(Eˆt). Let {ui, vi} denote the endpoints of the edge ei, where ui is to the left of
vi for all i. For 1 ≤ i ≤ t, consider the rectangle Qi ⊂ B with corners at vi−1, ui+3 and the other two
corners on ∂sB. Then,
π(1,η)(Eˆt) = π(1,η)(E0, . . . , Et) ≤ π(1,η)(E1, E5, E9 . . . , Eℓ), (21)
where t− 4 < ℓ ≤ t. Now, let E ′i be the event that Si is connected to Si+1 by a path completely contained
in Qi. We have
π(1,η)(E1, E5, E9 . . . , Eℓ) = π(1,η)(E ′1, E5, E9 . . . , Eℓ) + π(1,η)(E1 ∩ (E ′1)c, E5, E9 . . . , Eℓ)
≤ π(1,η)(E ′1, E5, E9 . . . , Eℓ) +
1
n4
,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that for the event E1 ∩ (E ′1)c to occur there have to be two
vertices at distance at least γ log n connected by a path in B; by the EDC property this only occurs with
probability at most n−4 for large γ. Iterating this procedure for E5, E9, . . . we get
π(1,η)(E1, E5, E9 . . . , Eℓ) ≤ π(1,η)(E ′1, E ′5, E ′9 . . . , E ′ℓ) +
ℓ
n4
. (22)
Let Q =
⋃(ℓ−1)/4
i=0 Q4i+1. Monotonicity implies that
π(1,η)(E ′1, E ′5, E ′9 . . . , E ′ℓ) ≤ π1(E ′1, E ′5, E ′9 . . . , E ′ℓ | Ec(Q) = 1) =
ℓ−1
4∏
i=0
π1(E ′4i+1 | Ec(Q) = 1),
where for the last equality we use that the events E ′1, E ′5, . . . , E ′ℓ are independent under the wired boundary
condition when also conditioning on {Ec(Q) = 1} . We claim that there exists a constant ρ ∈ (0, 1)
(independent of n) such that for all i = 0, . . . , ℓ−14
π1(E ′4i+1 | Ec(Q) = 1) ≤ 1− ρ . (23)
To see this, let j = 4i + 1 and note that for for large enough D > 0, by the EDC property and a union
bound imply that there is no connection between any pair of vertices (u, v) with u ∈ Sj and v ∈ Sj+1
and d(u, v) ≥ D with probabilityΩ(1). At the same time, by forcing an adjacentO(D) edges to be closed
at a cost of e−O(D), we see that with Ω(1) probability, in fact no other pairs (u, v) with d(u, v) ≤ D are
connected either. Thus, (23) holds for a suitable ρ ∈ (0, 1) and so
π(1,η)(E ′1, E ′5, E ′9 . . . , E ′ℓ) ≤ (1− ρ)
ℓ+3
4 ≤ (1− ρ) t−14 ≤ 1
9n3
, (24)
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where the last inequality holds for sufficiently large c0 since t ≥ c08(γ+α) log n.
Putting (24), (22), (20), (21) and (19) together we get
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂wB
)
≤ 2
9n3
+
ℓ
n4
≤ 1
3n3
,
since ℓ = O(log n). Analogously, we get π(1,η)({e} η←→ ∂eB) ≤ 13n3 , and thus
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂B
)
≤ 1
n3
.
Finally for the third case, suppose without loss of generality thatB intersects ∂nΛn and ∂wΛn, but not
∂eΛn or ∂sΛn. A union bound implies that
π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂B \ ∂Λ
)
≤ π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂sB
)
+ π(1,η)
(
{e} η←→ ∂eB
)
, (25)
and each term in the right-hand side of (25) can bounded in the same way as π(1,ξ)( {e} η←→ ∂wB ) in the
second case; thus, the result follows.
7 Slow mixing under worst-case boundary conditions
In this section we show that there are (non-realizable) boundary conditions for the graph (Λn, E(Λn)) for
which the FK-dynamics requires exponentially many steps to converge to stationarity. In particular, we
prove Theorem 1.5 from the introduction.
Theorem 1.5 is a corollary of a more general theorem we establish. This general theorem enables the
transferring of mixing time lower bounds for the FK-dynamics on arbitrary graphs to mixing time lower
bounds for the FK-dynamics on Λn, for suitably chosen boundary conditions. The high level idea is that
any graph G with fewer than n4 edges can be “embedded” into a subset L of the boundary ∂nΛn of Λn as
a boundary condition we shall denote ξ(G). When p is sufficiently small, the effect of the configuration
on Λn \L becomes negligible, and so the mixing time of the FK-dynamics on Λn with boundary condition
ξ(G) is primarily dictated by its restriction to the embedded graph G.
We show first how to embed any graph G = (VG, EG) into a subset L ⊂ ∂nΛn. Form ≤ ⌊n/4⌋, let
L = L(m) = {[[4i, 4i + 1]] : i = 0, ...,m − 1} × {n} ⊂ ∂nΛn
with edge set E(L) consisting of all edges in E(Λn) connecting vertices in L.
Definition 7.1. Let G = (VG, EG) be a graph with |EG| = m for m ≤ ⌊n/4⌋ and let L be as above. We
say a function φ : L → VG is an embedding of G into (L,E(L)) if for every {u, v} ∈ EG there exists a
unique pair x ∈ φ−1(u) ⊆ L and y ∈ φ−1(v) ⊆ L, where φ−1(u) and φ−1(v) denotes the pre-image sets
for u and v respectively, such that {x, y} ∈ E(Λn).
Notice that every graph G onm ≤ ⌊n/4⌋ edges can be embedded into L by identifying each edge in EG
with an edge in E(L).
Fact 7.2. For every graphG = (VG, EG)withm ≤ ⌊n4 ⌋ edges, there exists an embedding ofG into (L,E(L)).
Now let ξ(G) be the boundary condition on ∂Λn defined by the partition:
{{v} : v ∈ ∂Λn \ L} ∪ {φ−1(v) : v ∈ VG} .
In words, ξ(G) is the boundary condition that is free everywhere except in the vertices of L and where all
the vertices in L that are mapped by φ to the same vertex of G are wired in ξ(G). We are now ready to
state our main comparison result from which Theorem 1.5 follows straightforwardly.
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Theorem 7.3. Let G = (VG, EG) be a graph and suppose there exist q > 2 and p = λ|EG|−α with λ > 0,
α > 1/3 such that gap(G) ≤ exp(−Ω(|VG|)). Then, as long as n ≥ 4|EG| ≥ εn for some ε > 0, with the
same choice of p and q, we have
gap(Λξ(G)n ) ≤ e−Ω(|VG|) .
Proof of Theorem 1.5. It was established in [16] that for every q > 2 and every ℓ sufficiently large, there
exists an interval (λs(q), λS(q)) such that if p
′ = λ′/ℓ with λ′ ∈ (λs(q), λS(q)), then the spectral gap at
parameters (p′, q) satisfies
gap(Kℓ) ≤ exp(−Ω(ℓ)) ,
whereKℓ denotes the complete graph on ℓ vertices. Therefore, for a fixed p = λn
−α there exists a choice
of ℓ = Θ(nα) such that at parameters (p, q), gap(Kℓ) ≤ exp(−Ω(ℓ)). Since the number of edges inKℓ is
Θ(n2α), the result follows from Theorem 7.3 and (3).
7.1 Main comparison inequality: proof of Theorem 7.3
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 7.3. A standard tool for bounding spectral gaps is construction of
bottleneck sets with small conductance; see Section 2.1. It will be easier to do so for the followingmodified
heat-bath (MHB) dynamics, allowing us to isolate moves onE(L), where we have embeddedG, from those
in Ec(L) = E(Λn) \ E(L).
Definition 7.4. Given an FK configurationXt, one step of the MHB chain is given by:
1. Pick e ∈ E(Λn) uniformly at random;
2. If both endpoints of e lie inL, then performa heat-bathupdate on e. That is, replace the configuration
in e with a sample from πξΛn,p,q(· | Xt(E(Λn) \ {e}));
3. Otherwise, replace the configuration in E(Λn) \ E(L) with a sample from πξΛn,p,q(· | Xt(E(L))).
The MHB chain is clearly reversible with respect to πξΛn,p,q.
Let gapmhb(Λ
ξ
n) denote the spectral gap of the MHB dynamics on Λn with boundary condition ξ and
parameters p and q. The following comparison inequality allows us to focus on finding upper bounds for
the spectral gap of the MHB dynamics; its proof is deferred to Section 7.2.
Lemma 7.5. For all p ∈ (0, 1), q > 0, n ∈ N and boundary condition ξ for Λn, we have
gap(Λξn) ≤ gapmhb(Λξn) .
With this in hand, we are now ready to prove Theorem 7.3.
Proof of Theorem 7.3. Recall from (5) that since, by assumption, the FK-dynamics on G has gap(G) ≤
exp(−Ω(|VG|)), there must exist S⋆ ⊂ ΩG (the set of FK configurations onG) with πG(S⋆) ≤ 12 such that
Φ(S⋆) =
QG(S⋆, S
c
⋆)
πG(S⋆)
≤ e−Ω(|VG|) . (26)
Here QG is the edge measure (4) of the FK-dynamics on G and πG = πG,p,q denotes the random-cluster
measure on G. We will construct from this set S⋆, a set A⋆ ⊂ Ω, such that :
Φ(A⋆) =
Qmhb(A⋆, A
c
⋆)
πξ(G)(A⋆)
≤ e−Ω(|VG|) , and Φ(Ac⋆) =
Qmhb(A⋆, A
c
⋆)
πξ(G)(Ac⋆)
≤ e−Ω(|VG|) , (27)
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where Qmhb denotes the edge measure (4) of the MHB dynamics on Λ
ξ(G)
n and πξ(G) = π
ξ(G)
Λn,p,q
. This
implies Theorem 7.3 by combining it with (3) and (5).
Let {ξ1, . . . , ξk} be the partition of L induced by ξ(G). For an FK configuration ω on Ec(L), we say
that ξi
ω←→ ξj if there is an open path in ω from a vertex in ξi to a vertex in ξj . Let Sξ(G)(ω) be the set
Sξ(G)(ω) = {ξi ∈ ξ(G) : ξi ω←→ ξj for some j 6= i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}} ,
i.e., those ξi that are connected to some ξj in ω. ForM ≥ 0, let
Rξ(G)(M) = {ω ∈ {0, 1}Ec(L) : |Sξ(G)(ω)| ≤M} .
In words,Rξ(G)(M) is the set of FK configurations on E(Λn) \E(L) that connect at mostM elements of
the partition {ξ1, . . . , ξk} of the vertex set L.
Observe that any configuration θ onE(L) corresponds to a configuration onEG. Namely, if θ({u, v}) =
1, then the edge {φ(u), φ(v)} is open in the configuration on G, where φ is the embedding of G into L.
With a slight abuse of notation we may use θ also for the corresponding configuration on ΩG. With this
convention, let
AM = {ω ∈ Ω : ω(E(L)) ∈ S⋆ , ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(G)(M)} . (28)
We show that if M = δ|VG| for some δ > 0 sufficiently small, and n is taken to be large enough, we
can take A⋆ = AM . This will follow from the following two claims.
Claim 7.6. The following are true of S⋆ and AM defined above:
(i) πξ(G)(AM ) ≥ q−M (1− e−Ω(M))πG(S⋆) ;
(ii) πξ(G)(AcM ) ≥ e−O(M) .
Claim 7.7. The modified heat-bath dynamics satisfies
Qmhb(AM , A
c
M ) ≤ πξ(G)(AM )e−Ω(M logn) +
q2M+1
p
QG(S⋆, S
c
⋆) .
Dividing the bound from Claim 7.7 by πξ(G)(AM ) and using the bounds from Claim 7.6, we see that
Qmhb(AM , A
c
M )
πξ(G)(AM )
≤ e−Ω(M logn) + 2q
3M+1
p
QG(S⋆, S
c
⋆)
πG(S⋆)
≤ e−Ω(M logn) + eO(M)e−Ω(|VG|) .
for sufficiently large M , where the last inequality follows from (26) and the facts that M = δ|VG| and
p ≥ λ|VG|−2α. Similarly, we get
Qmhb(AM , A
c
M )
πξ(G)(AcM )
≤ e−Ω(M logn) + eO(M)e−Ω(|VG|) .
Then, sinceM = δ|VG|, for some δ > 0 sufficiently small we obtain (27).
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7.2 Proof of auxiliary facts
In this section we provide the proofs of Lemma 7.5, and Claims 7.6 and 7.7.
Proof of Lemma 7.5. For any B ⊂ E(Λn), let PB be the transition matrix corresponding to a heat-bath
update on the entire setB. For e ∈ E(Λn), we use Pe for P{e}. Let Pfk and Pmhb be the transition matrices
for the FK-dynamics and the MHB dynamics on Λξn, respectively. Let A = E(Λn) \ E(L). Then,
Pmhb =
1
|E(Λn)|
( ∑
e∈E(L)
Pe +
∑
e∈A
PA
)
.
For ease of notation, set π = πξΛn,p,q. Then, for any f, g ∈ R|Ω|, where Ω denotes the set of FK configura-
tions on Λn, let
〈f, g〉π =
∑
ω∈Ω
f(ω)g(ω)π(ω) .
If we endow R|Ω| with the inner product 〈·, ·〉π , we obtain a Hilbert space denoted L2(π) = (R|Ω|, 〈·, ·〉π).
Recall, that if a matrix P is reversible with respect to π, it defines a self-adjoint operator from L2(π) to
L2(π) via matrix vector multiplication, and thus 〈f, Pg〉π = 〈P ∗f, g〉π = 〈Pf, g〉π .
Now, the matrix Pmhb is positive semidefinite, since it is an average of positive semidefinite matri-
ces. Hence, it is a standard fact (see, e.g., [24]) that if 〈f, Pmhbf〉π ≤ 〈f, Pfkf〉π for all f ∈ R|Ω|, then
gapmhb(Λ
ξ
n) ≥ gap(Λξn). To show this, note that for e ∈ A, we have PA = PePAPe. Thus, for all f ∈ R|Ω|,
〈f, PAf〉π = 〈f, PePAPef〉π = 〈P ∗e f, PAPef〉π = 〈Pef, PAPef〉π
≤ 〈Pef, Pef〉π = 〈f, P 2e f〉π = 〈f, Pef〉π ,
where we used that Pe = P
∗
e , Pe = P
2
e and that 〈f, Pf〉π ≤ 〈f, f〉π for every f ∈ R|Ω| and every matrix
P reversible with respect to π. Then,
〈f, Pmhbf〉π ≤ 1|E(Λn)|
∑
e∈E(Λn)
〈f, Pef〉π = 〈f, Pfkf〉π,
and the result follows.
Recall the notation of Lemma 7.3. In order to compare the marginal distribution in L to πG, we need to
bound the number of connections inEc(L) between different boundary components of ξ(G) restricted to
L: this will show that typical FK configurations onEc(L) do not have much influence on the connectivities
amongst L. This bound follows from the fact that p = O(n−α) for some α > 1/3 and the (approximate)
independence of connections between ξi and ξj . For the reminder of this section we set ξ = ξ(G) for ease
of notation. Claims 7.6–7.7 will then be seen as consequences of the following lemma.
Lemma 7.8. Let q ≥ 1 and let p = λn−α for λ > 0 and α > 1/3. Let ξ be any boundary condition on ∂nΛn
and let η be any FK configuration on E(L). For every M ≥ 1,
πξΛn
(Rξ(M) | η) ≥ 1− exp [−Ω (M log[Mn3α−1])] .
Proof. Let Y be the random variable for the number of vertices of L connected to at least one other vertex
of L in an FK configuration onEc(L) sampled from the distribution πξ,η(·) = πξΛn,p,q(· | η). It is sufficient
to show that
πξ,η(Y ≥M) ≤ exp (−Ω (M log[Mn3α−1])).
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By classical comparison inequalities (see e.g., [21]), when q ≥ 1, no matter the boundary conditions ξ, η,
the random-cluster measure on Ec(L) is stochastically dominated by the independent bond percolation
distribution on Ec(L) with the same parameter p, which we denote by ν = νΛn,p. (Recall that ν is the
distribution on Ω that results from adding every edge inE(Λn) independently with probability p.) Hence,
if X is defined as Y but for ν on Ec(L), we get
πξ,η(Y ≥M) ≤ ν(X ≥M).
Consider the subgraph Λˆ = (Λn, E
c(L)). LetZ be the total number of vertices in L that are connected
in a configuration sampled from ν to another vertex at distance 3 in Λˆ. Then, since the distance between
any two vertices in L in Λˆ is at least 3, we see thatX ≤ Z and
ν(X ≥M) ≤ ν(Z ≥M).
Thus, it suffices to establish a tail bound for Z . Enumerate the vertices of L as v1, . . . , v2m and let Zj be
the indicator random variable for the event that vj is connected to another vertex at distance 3 in Λˆ. For
r = 0, 1, 2, 3, split up Z =
∑
r Zˆr , where
Zˆr =
∑
i≥0
Z4i+r+1 .
We claim that there is some suitable c > 0 such that under ν , each Zˆr is stochastically dominated by
the binomial random variable S ∼ Bin(⌈n/4⌉, cn−3α). This is because the random variables Z4i+r+1 are
jointly dominated by independent Bernoulli random variables, Ber(cn−3α), for a suitable c > 0, since for
every k the events {Zk = 1} and {Zk+4 = 1} depend on disjoint sets of edges. The fact that the success
probability of each one is at most cn−3α follows from the fact that there are at most 16 choices of three
adjacent edges from a vertex in ∂nΛn, and p = λn
−α. Hence, by Chernoff–Hoeffding inequality, for every
δ > 0,
ν(Zˆr ≥ Eν [S] + δ⌈n/4⌉) ≤ exp
[
−n
4
D
(
cn−3α + δ ‖ cn−3α
)]
.
whereD(a‖b) is the relative entropy between the Bernoulli random variables Ber(a) and Ber(b):
D(a‖b) = a log(a/b) + (1− a) log((1 − a)/(1 − b)) .
Since Eν [S] = O(n
1−3α), Var(S) = O(n1−3α), α > 13 andM ≥ 1, it follows that for everyM ≥ 1,
ν(Zˆr ≥M/4) ≤ e−Ω(M log[Mn3α−1]) .
We have Z = Zˆ1 + Zˆ2 + Zˆ3 + Zˆ4, and so a union bound implies the matching bound for ν(Z ≥M).
Now recall the definitions of the set S⋆ and AM from (28).
Proof of Claim 7.6. For part (i), observe that if ω is sampled from πξ , then
πξ(AM ) = π
ξ
(
ω(L) ∈ S⋆ | ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(M)
)
πξ
(
ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(M)) .
By Lemma 7.8,
πξ(ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(M)) ≥ 1− e−Ω(M) .
Moreover, since
πξ(ω(L) ∈ S⋆ | ω(Ec(L) = 0)) = πG(S⋆) ,
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it follows from Lemma 2.2 that
πξ(ω(L) ∈ S⋆ | ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(M)) ≥ q−MπG(S⋆) ,
and thus,
πξ(AM ) ≥ q−M (1− e−Ω(M))πG(S⋆).
Similarly for part (ii), we have
πξ(AcM ) ≥ πξ
(
ω(L) 6∈ S⋆ | ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(M)
)
πξ(ω(Ec(L)) ∈ Rξ(M))
≥ q−M (1− e−Ω(M))πG(Sc⋆)
which is at least e−O(M) since πG(S⋆) ≤ 12 .
Proof of Claim 7.7. Let Pmhb be the transition matrix for the MHB dynamics and for ease of notation set
B = Ec(L). We have
Qmhb(AM , A
c
M ) ≤
∑
ω∈AM
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(B)/∈Rξ(M)
πξ(ω)Pmhb(ω, ω
′) +
∑
ω∈AM
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(L)/∈S⋆
πξ(ω)Pmhb(ω, ω
′) . (29)
For the first term in (29), observe by definition of MHB dynamics, for every ω ∈ AM∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(B)/∈Rξ(M)
Pmhb(ω, ω
′) ≤
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(B)/∈Rξ(M)
πξ
(
ω′(B) | ω(L)) ≤ e−Ω(M logn),
where the last inequality follows from Lemma 7.8. Hence,∑
ω∈AM
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(B)/∈Rξ(M)
πξ(ω)Pmhb(ω, ω
′) ≤ πξ(AM )e−Ω(M logn).
For the second term in (29), observe that ω 6= ω′ and that ω and ω′ can differ in at most one edge e;
otherwise Pmhb(ω, ω
′) = 0. Thus, setting
p+(q) = max
{
p,
q(1− p)
q(1− p) + p
}
, p−(q) = min
{
1− p, p
q(1− p) + p
}
,
we obtain
Pmhb(ω, ω
′) =
1
|E(Λn)|π
(
ω′(e) | ω(E(Λn) \ {e})
) ≤ p+(q)|E(Λn)| ≤
p+(q)|EG|
p−(q)|E(Λn)|PG(ω(L), ω
′(L)) .
Then, since |EG| ≤ |E(Λn)| and p+(q)/p−(q) ≤ q/p,∑
ω∈AM
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(L)/∈S⋆
πξ(ω)Pmhb(ω, ω
′) ≤ q
p
∑
ω∈AM
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(L)/∈S⋆
πξ(ω)PG(ω(L), ω
′(L))
≤ q
p
∑
θ∈Rξ(M)
πξ(θ)
∑
ω1∈S⋆
∑
ω2 6∈S⋆
πξ(ω1 | θ)PG(ω1, ω2)
≤ q
p
πξ(Rξ(M))
∑
ω1∈S⋆
∑
ω2 6∈S⋆
max
θ∈Rξ(M)
πξ(ω1 | θ)PG(ω1, ω2),
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where ω1, ω2 are FK configurations on E(L) and θ is an FK configuration on B. Lemma 2.2 implies
max
θ∈Rξ(M)
πξ(ω1 | θ) ≤ q2MπG(ω1),
and so
∑
ω∈AM
∑
ω′∈Ω:
ω′(L)/∈S⋆
πξ(ω)Pmhb(ω, ω
′) ≤ q
2M+1
p
∑
ω1∈S⋆
∑
ω2 6∈S⋆
πG(ω1)PG(ω1, ω2) =
q2M+1
p
QG(S⋆, S
c
⋆).
Combining these two bounds, we get
Qmhb(AM , A
c
M ) ≤ πξ(AM )e−Ω(M logn) +
q2M+1
p
QG(S⋆, S
c
⋆) .
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